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ST. PETERSBURG Pinellas County has gained a
new neighbor. Les Miller, can
didate for State Senate District

21, was,welcomed to Pinellas

7pm NAACP headquarters,

County. During his tenure, he

1501 - 16th Street South by a

was served as both a Democ
ratic leader and as a member of

Miller was joined by some
long time religious leaders and
community activists from the
area as well as a host of Kappa

90 DAYS SAME A8 CASH!

pine trees. You think you are
eating down by the beach.

It happened in Ocala, FI,
comer of West Broadway and

the Florida Conference of

S. W. 2nd Avenue. You will
also find the Old Murry Barber

Black State Legislators.
Honored as a Who’s Who

Shop. They are open Tuesday Saturday from 11-7 and Sun

Miller ran against Democrat-tumed-Republican Rudy

League’s Government Award,

of business, and the closing of

2000, Miller has worked to

Bradley;

prevent and fight crime in the

Mildred Blunts Cafe, we need
ed a soul food place to eat and

community as well as worked

the Jamaican food is a treat.

to secure a salary increase for
teachers. Please see pg. 17

and it is very good. You just

Doug

Jamerson

Welch, David Welch, George

No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

painted on the wall along with

day 12 Noon until 7pm. They
are closed on Monday.

(Democratic opponent in pri
mary), \fyrle Davis, Johnny

A Credit Plan For You!

when you enter, the ocean is

in American Politics, 1999, as
well as the recipient of the
Pinellas
County
Urban

brothers and AAVREC mem
bers.

Les Miller

Miller’s welcome event.
Miller is currently a mem
ber of the Florida House of

County, Tuesday, Sept. 26th at

host of friends and relatives.

EHHSR
by Jim Thorpe
Jamaican and Soul Food

Moore and Lyn Harris host

Representatives, 59th District,
which serves Hillsborough

«i

After Mrs. Pearl went out

Cora and I had lunch there
Please see pg. 8
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RGw' S Millennium 2000 Tribute To
Women —————— :

BET’S Comic Compensation I
An open letter signed by more than 100 comedians,
including Jay Leno and Tim Allen, appeared in
Hollywood

trade

newspapers

and

publications

in

Washington, DC, in September protesting
Black Entertainment Television's (BET's) stand-up

Atlanta and

comedy show "Comic View".

The action, sponsored by the American Federation
of Television and Radio Artists, is the latest move in an
ongoing effort to pressure BET into better compensat
ing comedians who appear.on "Comic View". The letter
was directed at Robert Johnson, BET’s CEO and chair-

man.
Comedians who perform on "Comic View" receive
a one-time-only fee of $150 and don't get residual pay
ments, even though their appearances are rerun on the
network. "As the show got hotter, they wanted the high

SEPTEMBER 30, 2000

Gainesville - Ocala - Crystal River - Brooksville - Dunnellon - Inverness

er-end comics," said Pamm Fair, associate executive
director at AFTRA. Comedians started to say, 'This is
ridiculous, Why are we working for $150?' In essence,

ST. PETERSBURG - On

Friday evening more than 200

they were spending money to do the show because BET .

guests and honorees entered
the Enoch D. Davis Center to
the sounds of the Chris Styles
Trio. Then the Toastmistress,
Mrs. Terri Scott took the stage
and the evening of celebration
began. The celebration marked
the 9th Annual Tribute to
Women Ceremony coordinat

doesn't pay the comics' travel and lodging expenses. In
addition to Leno and Allen, Richard Pryor signed the
letter.
On similar broadcast network shows, comedians
receive not only appearance fees but also residual pay
ments when their spots are rerun, in addition to travel
and lodging expenses. Calls to BET headquarters in
Washington were not returned. The cable network isn't
alone as a source of contention for AFTRA and the
comedy community, which has been focusing similar
efforts at Comedy Central over talk show appearance
fees and residual payments.

ed by the Resource Center for

l

National Director OfferS Advice And
InSight At Conference

Women of Pinellas/Pasco
Counties.

This year’s Millennium
Gala, co-sponsored by City of
St Petersburg and Weed &

Seed, honored fourteen citi
zens from our community in
the areas of leadership, com

munity service and entrepre
neurship. Ihe audience was
motivated by the ‘Women of

Hope VI
Moves
Ahead
Despite The
Challenges

L-R: Terry Scott, Dianne Speights, Sen. Jean Malchon and Delores Benjamin

was filled with congratulatory

Vice Chair, St Petersburg City

address by former Senator

remarks

from communrty

Council, Lynette Buchanan,

Jeanne Malchon, a true jewel
in this community. The room

leaders to include: Mayor
Davis Fischer, Rene Flowers,

Supervisor, Enoch Davis Cen-

the 21st Century

keynote

Please see pg. 18

Frontline ’’The Choice 2000

It

ST. PETERSBURG Almost one year ago, the Hope

VI project began with the pur
pose of demolishing the city’s

oldest public housing project
and creating new hofne own
ership opportunities in and

ATLANTA - A focus on

long-term employment was
; the key message Richard
: Trigg, the National Director of

: Job Corps, gave to more than
: 100 students from the South: east at the Job Corps Student
; Leadership Conference in
I Brunswick, GA.
“Our centers have formed

; partnerships with local and

i regional employers to prepare
■ our students for in-demand
; jobs,” Trigg said. “It’s exciting

* for me to be around the stu• dents, to talk with them, and

The students, from Alaba
ma, Florida, Georgia, Missis
sippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Tennessee, were
given the opportunity to ask
Trigg any question about the
Job Corps program. Topics

about it. It was great”

allowance

The director’s visit was
part of the Student Leadership

learn, the 36-year-old program
trains more than 68,000 young
adults every year at 119 centers

Conference, an annual meet
ing for the Student Govern
ment Associations from 19 Job

Corps centers in the Southeast.

students

across the country. For more
information about joining Job
Corps, call (800) 733-JOBS.

w

ranged from school-to-work
participation to the future of
Job Corps to using students to
help develop Job Corps policy.

Students meet to discuss lead
ership on center, conflict reso

“I think Mr. Trigg gave us
a better outlook,” said Catrina
Scarbrough, a 21-year-old stu

The U. S. Department of

dent from Turner Job Corps

while

lution, safety and other student

SAVE
WATER

around the area.
From almost immediately
after ground was broken last
November, the project has
faced challenges, from resi

dents’ complaints of unsafe
conditions to claims of insuffi

cient minority contractor par
ticipation to several lawsuits,
in recent months, trying to stop
the progress.

concerns.

Please see pg. 17
L-R: George W. Bush and A1 Gore

Labor‘s Job Corps program is

Inside This Edition

the nation’s oldest and largest
job-training program. Job

Woman's World ....................................................... 6
Central Florida News.............................. 8&9

‘ see their enthusiasm over

Center in Albany, Ga. ’’You
hear a lot of different things at

L learning skills needed to enter

the center, and we had the

youth ages 16 through 24. Pro

» the workforce.”

chance to actually ask him

viding room, board and an

Corps offers training to eco

nomically

disadvantaged

11
Community Billboard.......................................... 13
Entertainment........................................
13
Classifieds................... ............. ........... 21
Sports

.................................

TAMPA- As Americans
prepare for the presidential

candidates and their values on
WEDU Monday, Oct. 2nd at

with the candidates’ families,

election, Frontline kicks off
its 19th season with a two-hour

9pm.

artfully weaves together the

Frontline correspondent

lives of George W. Bush and

documentary, “The Choice
2000,” that goes beyond the

and New Yorker writer Peter

A1 Gore along with the story of

Boyer offers the documentary,
which includes interviews

the baby boom generation.

political rhetoric to explore the

friends and associates, as he

Please see pg. 17
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Grand Reunion Of Howard W. Blake Classes 1945-1971
TAMPA
- The Don
Thompson, Howard W. Blake

Classes 1S45 - 1971 celebrat
ed their Grand Reunion of
Classes August 31 - September
4,2000. The event was held at
the Doubletree Hotel. 4500

Cypress Street.
The affair was a memo
rable occasion with a beautiful

banquet on Saturday night and
a Luau. On Sunday morning
we had a beautiful moving
church service.

On Monday we enjoyed a
motorcade parade through

West Tampa ending at Blake
High School. The ending affair
was held at Lowery Park with

a picnic and cook out.
Classmates traveled from

around the United States to
join in this millenium celebra
tion. The Next Grand Reunion
will be held Labor Day Week

end 2003.
Classmates make plans to
be there.

READING IS
VITAMINS
FORTtttS
MIND

Alphas Award Scholarships

Jordan Park Resident Forum
ST. PETERSBURG - A

28th.The meeting will be held

Landex./Rich man, will have

meeting to inform the residents

at the Jordan Park Community
Center, located at 2240 - 9th

representatives on hand with
samples of the proposed interi

Avenue South. The organiza
tion selected to oversee the

or finishes such as cabinets,

of Jordan Park of the construc
tion schedule for the Senior
Village renovation is planned
for 6pm on Thursday, Sept.

flooring and colors.

redevelopment of Jordan Park,

The Minority Skills Bank
(PCUL) may have a job for

333 - 31st Street North, St

you looking for a job? Has the

you, as a Youth Development

Petersbuig, (727) 327-2081 or

time to make a career change
finally arrived? The Pinellas

Specialist or Project Success
Counselor. For more informa

Rainbow

County Urban League, Inc.

tion contact the PCUL office at

ST. PETERSBURG-Are

ST.

PETERSBURG

-

Shani Lodge

April Walker

Leonard Roberts II

Tory Golson

College”. In keeping with this

Business

' Administration;

University of Central Florida,

■Encouraging the pursuit of'
academic excellence and the
attainment of a college educa
tion by African American stu
dents have always been pro

noble fraternity tradition, the
Theta Eta Lambda Chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Iric. is very pleased to
announce four scholarship

Leonard Roberts, II, Florida
A&M University, pufsuing

who is pursuing studies f&r a

studies in the College of Busi
ness and Industry; April Walkeg University of South Florida,

grammatic goals of Alpha Phi

recipients for the 2000-2001

preparing for a career in Crim

wish (hem well in their college

Alpha Fraternity, Inc., dating

academic year.
Receiving $500 scholar

inal Justice; and Shani Lodge,

careers and their life pursuits.

back decades to the inception
of the Alpha slogan and

ships are: Tory Frank Golson

admonishment to students,

who is attending Tennessee

"Finish High School, Go to

State University and studying

Cease Fire
TAMPA - Cease Fire -

turned in during the Third

Annual Gun Buy Back Pro
gram held throughout the six
counties

Pinellas, Pasco, Polk, Manatee
and Sarasota.
The goal of the “Cease
Fire” Organization is to
decrease

the

number

54th Avenue South, St. Peters
buig and services southside St
Petersbuig. Upcoming classes
include: Conversational Italian

and French, Computer Classes

(all

levels),

SE ear Essence

1

TOTAL HAIR CARE

I

Extension Weaving and Braiding

1

. //mfii/Hf tJi vh ./utun/nyi

The focus is education for
children and adults about

328-7189
328-7289

1

342S 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

c/woJtny y&wp(b f/ittnep

mechanism
to
remove
unwanted guns from our
streets through a gun buy back

1
1

Call 893-2955 Monday
through Thursday after 2pm or
Fridays from 8-4. '

program.
For more information, call

I

1

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM

• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
- WALK-INS WELCOME -

the c/ibtce Co vofe

AND

1
1

1001.

I

injuries and deaths due to

We Welcome Your Letters

(727) 419-1509

S
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser*

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene i
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence i
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky i

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of

all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
wd
!
i

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like

I

everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I’m doing fine with

i

a good home and good man
who loves me.

!

- Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fait to call or write to her today.
Rev. Mother Superior Williams

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
(813) 874-5581

keyboarding,

sewing, and slimnastics.

The Alphas are veiy, veiy
proud of these students and

I

PETERSBURG -

Lakewood
Community
School is located at 1400 -

career in T.V. Broadcasting
and MASS Communication.

1

(813) 760-7370 or (813) 494-

of

Adams Circle, Largo, (727)
581-7661.

ST.

0 0000JSJS00000JSJSIS[SJS0JS0J3fB0fS00010
I

firearm safety and to provide a

of Hillsborough,

13477

among Children.

firearm violence, particularly

Tampa is proud to announce a
total of 2,615 firearms were

Village,

Lakewood
Community
School

i
S
I lennessy Privilege encourages you to use the power & privilege of choice. Register before
your local deadline and vote on Nov. 7th. For information on voting, call 1-866-11EN-PRIV.

Hennessy Privilege V.S.O.P
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Who’s Negative?
Mr. Gore says this is a

on? No, because the rich

we know that is nonsense.

Why is it considered

"giveaway" to the rich at

pay most of the income

The rich do most of the

by Sheldon Richman

negative campaigning to

the expense of working

say, "My opponent has a

families. That's a serious

taxes. A recent Statistics of
Income Bulletin points out

saving and investing. That
raises everyone's standard

credibility problem," but it

charge. The implication is

that in 1997 the top 1 per

of living by providing bet

is not negative to say,
"We're for the people;

that Mr. Bush wants to take

cent paid more than 33 per

something that belongs to

they're for the powerful"?

(727) 896-2922

Mr. Bush, alas, has dis

armed himself by embrac

ter and cheaper goods and

cent of the revenue hauled

services, and more produc

of the federal government

working families and give

in by the personal income

tive jobs. The rich consume

is a chronicle of boondog
gles, corruption, and the

scription-drug socialism.
Since wealthier people
tend to be healthier and live

destruction of wealth. As

longer, Mr. Bush might fur

Henry David Thoreau once

ther point

said, "This government
never furthered any enter
prise but by the alacrity

wealth, Mr. Gore's policies

it to rich people. That's not

tax. The top 5 percent paid

only a tiny percentage of

all mainstream observers,

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every

the first is a vicious accusa

quite what he would do.
First, as the Wall Street

more than half! The bottom
50 percent of earners paid a

Journal points out, the tax

mere 4 percent.

their income. But even
their consumption makes
others better off. Back in

MEMBER

Southeast Black

the issues. But the second
is as much an attack on
credibility as the first. It's

The nation's most popular drug education program

In what way could a

1990, Congress, in a fit of

tax cut for the rich come at

class envy, passed a tax on
yachts and jewelry. Guess

out that by
impeding the creation of

would condemn the poor to
poor health and shorter
lives. I'm sure Mr. Gore is

to high-income people. The
taxes of a family of four
making $35,000 would

who earn it, and a tax cut

what happened. The rich
bought fewer luxuries or

simply leaves money in the

bought imports. This put

drop 100 percent, while

hands of its producers. It is

American workers out of

he
could say that Mr. Gore

taxes, not tax cuts, that

jobs, so the Democrats

apparently wants people to

scending desire for power

powerful over the people,

people with incomes over
$100,000 would see their

deprive people of money to

and is just too busy to fig

taxes fall by only 10 per

which they are entitled.

repealed the tax-a tacit
confession that "trickle-

die, because his prescrip

he perforce is calling him a

tion drug plan will inevi

ure out what the conse

scoundrel and a liar.

cent.

down", economics (more

tably impose price con

quences would be.

jyst more subtle.

W. Bush favors the rich and

by James Bovard

cut would give a bigger cut,
in percentage terms, to
lower-income people than

ing his own brand of pre

the expense of others?
Money belongs to those

When Vice President
A1 Gore says Gov. George

DARE’S
Dying Gasp

underlying logic would be
valid. That's exactly what
the Gore plan would do.

it. Government is big on

According to virtually

tion, while the second is a
constructive discussion of

one else) keep their money.
The same cannot be said
when the government gets

promises and bigger on not
fulfilling them. The history

♦♦♦♦♦
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

3

Take taxes. Mr. Bush

Perhaps

Mr.

Gore

with which it got out of the
way."

If Mr. Bush wanted to
really

get

negative,

But let's assume Mr.
Gore is right that the tax cut

means that working fami

like

proposes to reduce tax rates

lies would be better off if

nomics) is valid.

across the board, giving

is mainly for the rich. Is

the government had the

Good things happen

medicines. It would be a

every taxpayer a tax cut.

something unseemly going

rich people's money. But-

when the rich (and every

nasty thing to say, but the

cascade-down

eco

not motivated by a wish to
see people suffer. No, he's
motivated by

a conde

trols, which will prevent
development of lifesaving

There’s No Better Time Than Now to Be a Black Republican

may be on the ropes. The Drug Abuse Resistance
Education (DARE) program is increasingly being tossed

by Carlton T. Pearson

been considered the enemy

of the Dallas chapter of the

influence than ever before.

out of school systems as the evidence of its failure to deter
drug use becomes overwhelming.

For as long as I can re
member, both sides of my

of African Americans and

We've never before real

other minorities. The Dem

NAACP after making antiSemitic remarks about Sen.

needs and concerns. I agree
with Republican National

ized the powerful advan

Committee Chairman Jim

DARE was the brainchild of Los Angeles Police
Department chief Daryl Gates, who launched the program

family have been registered

ocratic leadership knows

Joseph

I.

Lieberman,

that, for the most part, they

would

have

de

tages of a capitalistic soci
ety. But after decades of

Nicholson, however, when
he says that it was time for

in Philadelphia than he

voters with the Democratic
Party and unquestionably -

have our vote, so they don't
necessarily have to listen to

nounced as he was if Lie

strong, forceful and consis

the party to start showing

berman had been a Re

tent civil rights activism

minorities that the GOP is

Democratic convention in
Los Angeles.

publican.

and the continuing influ

becoming a "different party

As African Americans,

in the early 1980s. More than 20 million students receive
DARE training each school day; DARE is taught in every

- and often without think

been

broadening the appeal to
minority concerns during
the Republican convention

would have had during the

state and in three-quarters of the nation's school districts.
The DARE curriculum is taught by police primarily to
fifth and sixth-graders, though children in kindergarten

ing - voted the Democratic

us, and in many cases they

ticket.

don't. In my opinion, the

Yet while the majority

ence of the powerful and

for a different time." Sure,

let's leverage our political

of African American pro

prophetic dreams of Martin

there were more minorities

options by removing the

and in high school also receive DARE instruction. The

gan was running for presi

for
has

fessionals ("buppies") who

Luther King Jr., African

on the Republican National

unspoken taboos associated

police are supposed to serve as role models and trusted

dent

Americans--particularly

Convention

than

with party affiliation. I

confidants.

because of his emphasis on

When I saw Vice Pres-,

are considering the longand short-term benefits of

the baby boom genera

America is deluged with DARE paraphernalia - in

moral and ethical integrity,

our carte blanche commit

and his conspicuous em
brace of conservative con

tion-are beginning to expe
rience different options and

among the delegates on the
floor, but you have to start

cluding bears, bumper stickers, buttons, hats, and jeeps.

ident A1 Gore pandering to
the NAACP crowd, even

DARE has everything - except good results. Many inde

But when Ronald Rea

in

1980-primarily

Carolina research firm, to analyze DARE's effectiveness.

cerns regarding faith in
God and the church, I
changed parties and voted
Republican. I have done so
ever since.

The RTI study found that DARE failed to significantly

For the first several

reduce drug use. Researchers warned that "DARE could

years after changing party

be taking the place of other, more beneficial drug-use cur

affiliations, I was a "closet

ricula."

Republican," primarily be
cause Republicans and
their party platform have

pendent experts have found that DARE miserably fails
students:
• The federal Bureau of Justice Assistance paid
$300,000 to the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), a North

• Dennis Rosenbaum, professor of criminal justice
studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago, surveyed

"one-party system"
African Americans

been our curse.

emulating the stereotypical
oratory of African Ameri
can preachers, my stomach
turned. He and his liberal
Democratic cronies as

ment to the party's liberal
agenda. Within the African
American
community,
there are some definite

somewhere.

stage

How could

and

political dispositions.
Some
high-profile
African-American com
mentators. have denounced

inclinations. To those peo

the Republican Party's at

there be more minorities on
the floor until there are
minorities on the stage with
whom they can identify? It
is far more effective to

sumed that if they played
the music right, we'd dance

ple,

all

tempt to include minorities

address African American

right to be black and Re

in their convention, accus

to their tune. I was insulted
by his presumption and dis
appointed by our gullibili
ty. I wonder if Lee Alcorn,
who resigned as president

publican.

ing them of "tokenistic"
motives and of "air-brush
ing" their underlying dis
dain for interests that serve
the African American

concerns from within the
party than from outside it.
Gen. Colin Powell had
much greater impact and
influence on issues such as
affirmative action and

conservative instincts

I

would say:

It's

African Americans are

making more money, seiz
ing more opportunities and
accessing more power and

think

George W.

Bush

could be a powerful cata
lyst for change. This could

be a great new start for the
two-party system, especial
ly as it relates to people of
color.

There is

no better

time to be a black Republi
can than now.

READING IS
VITAMINS
FOR THE
MIND

and tracked 1800 kids who had DARE training and con

cluded in 1998 that "suburban.students who participated
in DARE reported significantly higher rates of drug
use...thart suburban students who did not participate in the

Statement of Ralph Nader on Race

program."
• A 1999 study by the California legislative analyst's

America remains bur

for births among white

people, regardless of race.

cracked down on consumer

if we guaranteed adequate

dened by a racial chasm.

women, the rate was 6.3.

If the richest nation in the

and sovereignty and to

The life chances and op

Babies of black women are

history of the world chose,

fraud that steals billions
each year from working

childcare to all; if we ex

office, "concluded that DARE didn't keep children from

panded Social Security to

return wealth stolen from

using drugs. In fact, it found that suburban kids who took

portunities of people of
color in the United States

two-and-a-half times more
likely to die in their first

as it could do, to eliminate
poverty, if we set aside the

people, and banned the

provide more income to the

DARE were more likely than others to drink, smoke and

mortgage scams and legal

widows and widowers -

Native Americans. We
must ensure that predomi

take drugs," the Los Angeles Times reported.
• A 1999 University of Kentucky study, funded by the

are limited as compared to
whites. The legacy of his

year than babies bom to
white women. Nearly half

concerns of insurance com

loan-sharking that are ram
pant in poor communities;

then we would in the proc
ess redress many of the

nantly minority school dis
tricts receive funding equal

National Institutes of Health, examined the effect of
DARE on students' behavior over the subsequent 10

toric discrimination - de

of all African American

tioning national healthcare

jure and de facto - contin
ues to weigh on the pre

system that assured cover
age and access to quality

if we fostered and support
ed community develop
ment credit unions to meet

racial divides that now

and Latino children live in

to white districts. We must
expand health services to
put an immediate end to the

care for all; if all employers

the lending, saving and de

race-based discrimination

years. The report concluded: "Our results are consistent in
documenting the absence of beneficial effects associated

with the DARE program. This was true whether the out
come consisted of actual drug use or merely attitudes

persists

families with incomes less
than 125 percent of the
poverty level; the rate for

throughout American life -

white children is 24 per

sent; and current day dis
crimination

toward drug use." One Kentucky researcher observed:
"The only difference was that those who received

in access to healthcare,

D.A.R.E. reported slightly lower levels of self-esteem at

ployment

age 20."
Salt Lake City mayor Rocky Anderson recently

opportunities,

cent.
These
statistics
among the most telling of

educational services, em

panies and installed a func

plague the nation.
But even with these

American rights, interests

were required to pay a liv

velopment needs of lower-

race-blind policies, we
would need to do more, and

ing wage to all of their
workers; if all workers,

income neighborhoods and

directly address persistent

the Department of Health

others; if we invested in a

racism in America. We

and Human Services - con

including agricultural wor

mass transit system that

must also crack down on

signs people of color to

kers, were guaranteed the

connected all communities

the practice of redlining -

inferior

treatments for diseases and

which - as documented by

diagnoses

and

wage levels, capital, the

economic indicators, far

right to unionize without

and enabled people to trav

racially

more relevant in revealing

facing employer threats or

el efficiently without cars;

lending practices that con

ailments including pneu

denounced DARE as "a fraud on the people of America."

criminal justice system,
and media employment.

the state of the nation's

coercion; if we required

if we ended the failed War

demn minority neighbor

monia, HIV/AIDS, mini

Andersonj who yanked DARE from Salt Lake City

There is no more poig

health than the latest uptick

banks to make affordable

on Drugs, began treating

hoods to accelerating decay

strokes and heart attacks.

schools, complained: "For far too long, drug-prevention

nant indicator of America's

or downturn in the Dow or

- and force banks and fi

policies have been driven by mindless adherence to a
wasteful, ineffective, feel-good program. DARE has been
a huge public-relations success but a failure at accom

failure to remedy past and

Nasdaq, for example - are a

checking accounts and
other lifeline financial ser

drug addiction as a health
problem rather than a crim

nancial institutions to make

We must end pervasive dis
crimination in the criminal

eliminate present discrimi

national scandal. That they

vices available to all; if we

inal problem, and eliminat

credit, insurance and other

justice system.

nation than the ongoing

are not regularly reported is

acted to stop electricity

ed the extreme mandatory

financial services available

plishing the goal of long-term drug-abuse prevention."

racial differentials in infant

a distinct national scandal.

DARE America president Glenn Levant defends DARE

and child health. The neo

Many of the burdens

reregulation from enabling
"electricity redlining," with

sentences for drug posses
sion and minor drug-relat

in all communities. We
must support affirmative

by pointing to the reported 13 percent decline in teenage

natal death rate among

imposed on people of color

inferior service delivered to

ed crimes; if we installed

action. We must adopt a

births to black women was

in the United States are

community policing pro

new set of policies to en

14.5 per thousand in 1995;

those piled on working

lower-income consumers;
if the regulatory authorities

grams around the country;

sure respect for Native

drug use in the most recent annual survey. However, the
percentage of eighth-graders who used marijuana,

cocaine, and LSD tripled between 1991 and 1997. DARE
cannot claim credit for the most recent decline without

accepting blame for the huge increase in the preceding

discriminatory

Florida In Play

years - at a time when DARE already saturated the

nation's public schools.
DARE's feel-good photo opportunities are no substi
tute for effective drug education. American children
deserve something than a drug program that fails to per
suasively inform and warn them of the danger of nar

cotics. Politicians, school officials, and police need the
courage to admit that DARE is a dud.

by Lou Frey, Jr,
For a long while the

da's electoral votes, Gore

is our history. In 1992,

time, energy and money

party controls the House

paign in Florida after the

and Lieberman were well

Bill Clinton did not cam

in Florida. From a practi

of Representatives. Last,

first of October? If he

conventional wisdom was

received in a senior citi

paign hard but nearly car
ried Florida. In 1996, he

cal
standpoint,
Bush
would be better off if he

of the four top states

does, you know that he

(California, Texas, New

has a real chance of win

York and Florida), Flori

ning the state. If he pulls

that Florida was safe for

zen housing unit in South

George W. Bush. After

Florida and to no one's

campaigned hard and did

could use this time, ener

all, his brother, Jeb, is a

surprise,

talked

carry Florida. Third, the

gy and money in Califor

da is the only one that is

out altogether or cam

about Social Security and

polls show that it is an

nia and in the Mid-West.

close and could go either

paigns on a part-time ba

prescription drugs.

extremely close race to

Fifth, there is a key senate

way.

sis, you know he has writ

day. This obviously had

race and three key con

If A1 Gore wins Flori

ten the state off as far as

gressional races in the

da, A1 Gore is the next

the Presidential campaign
goes but is trying to keep

very

popular governor

and the Republicans con

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

WE WELCOME
YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

they

trol both Houses of the

There are a number of

State Legislature. How

reasons why Florida is in

encouraged

ever, just recently, both

play. The first is obvious

campaign. Fourth, even if

Republicans

candidates were in the

and that is the fact that we

Gore is behind in Florida,

races. As a matter of fact,

President of the United
States. The stakes in

State of Florida cam
paigning hard for Flori

are the fourth largest state
in the nation. The second

the fact he is campaigning

the

races

Florida are high. The key

Bill Nelson in his Senate

here forces Bush to spend

could determine which

will be does Gore cam

race.

the

Gore

three

in

house

those

the race close and help

4
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SALE-A-BRATE
Our New Store Opening

(Formerly MIAMI FASHIONS)

It's Bigger, It's Better
than ever before!

A New and
Exciting Shopping
Experience You
Don't Want to Miss

More than 80,000
sq. ft. of shopping
pleasure designed
to meet all your
needs in a
family-friendly
atmosphere

New
Shops
Great
Prices!!

BUSINESS HOURS:
liUXi lilALL ■

Mon. & Tues. - Closed

MeOonald

Weds. - Sat. 10:30am-9:00pm
Sun. - 11am-6pm

Information:
813) 546-5983 (Cell Phone)

4301 34th St. S.
St. hstersburg, FL 33711
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'

Congress’ Commitment
To UN Peacekeeping
In
Africa?
/ °<7; '■ &
■
\

•4

nations through the United Nations, for peace

Its time for Congress and the President to
honor our commitment to support UN

around the world. Today, the House and Senate

peacekeeping - in Africa and around the world.

UN peacekeeping budgets fall far short of the

We made a commitment. No more Africa cuts. No

commitment Congress made just last year in

more excuses.

America made a commitment to work with other

the Helms-Biden legislation. Most disturbing of
all — the House has refused to provide one penny

to Africa.

UN Peacekeeping.
Honor our commitment.

The bi-partisan Helms-Biden law committed the

US to pay our fair share of UN peacekeeping, to

help promote peace around the world and to
protect our nation from the spread of violence from

7LD
CAMPAIGN

abroad. With this new law, we don’t have to pay all
the bills or take all the risks. Indeed, we will pay a

smaller share than before while other nations take

responsibility, too.

1779 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Suite 610
Washington, DC 20036
www.betterworldfund.org
For information contact (202) 462-4900

This advertisement ran in The Washington Post, The Washington Times, Roll Call, The Weekly Standard, Congress Daily AM and CQ^Daily Monitor.
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Realized Potential Holds
Grand Opening —fessional

developmental

issues. It has developed a
national reputation for offering

the most practical and compre

hensive human development
training programs ever to be
devised in the field of personal
empowerment.
Diane Overton founded
the Institute in 1989 in Chica

go, Illinois. As a self-renewal
advocate, she focuses on her

ST.

PETERSBURG -

Realized Potential Training
Institute, Inc., and Diane Overton are pleased to announce a
Grand Opening Reception to
be held at their corporate
offices 2400 First Avenue

North, St. Petersbuig, Wednes
day, October 4, 2000 from 47pm.
Realized Potential Train
ing Institute, Inc., is a motiva
tional center designed to
address the personal and pro

Second

Annual

Making

Strides Against Breast Cancer
pledge walk is being held, Sat

million.
In Tampa Bay, the goal is
for 8,000 walk participants to

herself and others develop pos
itive personal growth and suc

READING IS
VITAMINS
FOR THE
MIND

Flagship sponsors for the

and Boston, MA with Boston
currently being the nation’s

Humana, SunTrust, Tech Data,

largest Strides with more than

and Trans World Diversified

walk

include

Allstate,

St. Petersburg Area Chamber

government. The organization
strives to enhance the roles of
women policymakers, as well

of Commerce will present an
evening event designed to

as to provide issue education
and leadership training. Fol

The Women's Council of the

Community

College was the first commu
nity college in the nation to
honor its faculty and endowed
chairs to recognize excellence
in teaching,

Yvonne Garner

Marlene Groomes

beginning in

ing Chair awards recipients
$7,500 a year for three years,
allowing faculty to explore

: new teaching methods, devel

op new projects, purchase spe
cialized teaching materials,
enhance their technological
expertise, and generally further
their own knowledge, in order

to directly benefit their stu
dents.
The Endowed Teaching

Chairs are made possible
through the support of individ

uals, corporations, and organi
zations who have donated
$45,000 each. The State pro

chairs since the program’s

excellence in all aspects of

inception.
“These outstanding faculty

their teaching,” said-Dr. Eduar

vides an additional $30,000 to

dent, “I congratulate them on
The teachers who are being this exceptional achievement”
honored with this award have

bring the value of each endow
ment to $75,000. Miami-Dade

consistently demonstrated to
their students and their col

has awarded 172 endowed

leagues the highest levels of

ington,

from breast cancer,

Malang

Strides Against Breast Cancer
gives every person the oppor
tunity to demonstrate their
resolve to wipe out the disease.
For more information on the
walk, call Melody Pressnell at
the American Cancer Society

at (800) 444-1410 ext. 230

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

in the business and profession

al community. The Council

meets on the fourth Wednes
day of each month at a
women-owned or operated

Massive Gaps in Research

and Policy
WASHINGTON, DC America’s policy makers
< are' letting

women

(town

ST. PETERSBURG-The

women. Women’s health
has suffered as a result.

Coast Community Care, in

New

and implement policies
that
will
measurably
improve the health and

Hampshire, with Kansas
and South Dakota tied for

well-being of women.”
The Report Card is

health

tenth place. The ten stated

designed to provide public

and priorities of women in

ranked the lowest were
Texas, Tennessee,. Okla

health

. leaders

homa,

set

racial or ethnic minorities,
lesbians and low-income
women.
• ’ There are massive

Utah

and

West

Virginia,

and

researchers with a common
of

parameters

on

state

Pinellas County, is looking for

not

mature adults, age 50 or over,

address the health needs

to volunteer for spending, time
with children who need the

•

and

Federal

policies

do

Kentucky,
Alabama,
Louisiana and Mississippi.
Making the Grade on
Women’s Health demon

the findings

new Report Card on
women’s health released

strates
how
women’s
health is seriously affected

lack health insurance cov

women, and that affect

YOUR MISSION IS...

erage, and many women

women differently from

Should you choose to accept it

recently by the National

by where they live. For
example, in Hawaii, which

have inadequate insurance
coverage. Nationally, near
ly one in seven women (14

men.
The Report Card was

is to become a mentor on a

distributed to. policy mak

aged 11-14. Our program,

percent) does not have

ers and women’s health

Linking Lifetimes, matches

health insurance.
• The states and the

advocates nationwide, in
cluding
Administration

child who comes from a sin

done

officials, governors, state

gle-parent low income home.,

enough to address many

These children need the addi

Law

Women’s

Center,

FOCUS on Health & Lead

ership for Women at the

ranked first in the category
of number of women with

in Making the
Grade on Women’s Health

are:
• Too many women

gaps

in'^/omefi’s

health

research, especially re
search on key health condi

tions that primarily affect

The Lewin Group. Making

sured - while in Texas,
which ranked last in that

nation

category, 28 percent of
women are without health

women’s lack of access to

legislators and Members of
Congress. With the felease

health care and to health

Of the report, the authors

support that only you can pro

is the first report ever to
comprehensively assess
the overall health of

insurance.
“This Report

are kicking off a major

vide.

women at the state and

gaps in health care policy

care providers. Nearly one
in ten Americans (9.6 per
cent) lives in an area where
there are few or no health

and will be working with

levels,”

state and federal policy
makers to fill’ the gaps in

policy identified in the

the Grade on Women’s
Health: A National and

State-by-State Report Card

cent of women are unin

demonstrates

Card

intolerable

have

not

public education campaign
around the country to

improve women’s health

Summit ticket information or

of the National Women’s

enough attention on pre

by Johnston of Florida and

to attend a meeting of the

overall grade of “Unsatis

Law Center. “We need to

Dew Cadillac, the Fall Summit

women in government. Sched

Women's Council, contact

factory.

will be held Thursday, Oct

uled to appear are Nancy

Dianne Caton at the Chamber

12th, from 5-7:30pm at the St.

Bostock,

The Report Card gives
failing grades to eight

improve women’s access
to health insurance and

ventive measures, such as study. At the National
smoking cessation, nutri Women’s Law Center web
tion, physical activity and site, www.nwlc.org, visi

health care services, place

screening for diseases and

tors are able to send a mes

Petersburg Yacht Club. Ticket

School Board member, Rene

states and the District of

a stronger emphasis

conditions.

sage to Congress urging

■price includes hors d'oeuvres
and two drink tickets, as well

Flowers, Vice-Chair of the St.

Columbia. Not a single

prevention, and invest in

their

state received a grade of

more research. National

• Neither the nation nor
the states have paid suffi

as coffee and dessert following

bara Sheen Todd, Pinellas
County Commissioner and

“Satisfactory.”
Hawaii
ranked first overall, fol

and state policy makers

have a compelling mandate

cient attention to reproduc
tive health, mental health,

lowed by Vermont, Massa

to act quickly to develop

or

the prpgram.
A keynote address will be

Leslie Waters, member of the

given by Joy Newton, founder

Horida House of Representa

and Executive Director of

tives.
The Fall Summit will be

Women in Government a bi
partisan, non-profit education
al association for appointed

an annual event sponsored by

and elected women in state

mission is to link women with-

Allene Gammage-Ahmed
An Affiliate of
The Weekly Challenger
(727) 896 - 2922

at the state and national

said

Marcia

oh

violence

DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

• Special Events

take

action on the study’s find
ings.

For more information call
Jane at 538-7460, ext 3019 or

Beverly at ext. 3192.

We Welcome
Your Letters

To The
Editor!

I
Beauty Palace

O

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

■
■
■
■
■

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up

OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
Eye Examinations
Eye Diseases
Contact Lenses
Children's Vision
Vision Nutrition Therapy

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
Monday - Saturday

We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321 -6600

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

to

No experience is neces
sary. Training is provided by
Gulf Coast Community Care.

, BOARD CERTIFIED

•Photography & Journalism
• Advertising

members

tional activity, attention and

against

FAMILY EYE CARE

the Women's Council, whose

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion "

adults age 30 and over, with a

health insurance, 7.5 per

Greenberger, Co-President

Every day is
a gift. That's
why we call
it the
PRESENT

one-to-one basis with a child

University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine and

cators, giving the nation an

Petersburg City Council, Bar

If you have two to four
hours a week to spare in devel
oping a close, loving relation
ship with one child, call Janet
at 538-7460, ext 3019 or Bev
erly at ext 3192.

with inadequate, ineffec
tive and inconsistent health
care policies that too often
. focus on illness rather than
on health, according to a

Among

business in the community.
Guests are welcome. For Fall

at (727) 821-4069.

a “grandparent” can provide.

women's- health.

lowing Newton's address, a
panel of local women current
ly holding elected office will
address the importance of

County

special love and attention only

South Carolina, Arkansas,

care providers.
• The states and the
nation have not focused

Pinellas

Help A
Child
Blossom
Adopt-A-Grandchild
pro
gram, sponsored by Gulf

national levels. It explores
32 health status indicators
and 32 health policy indi

encourage women to partic
ipate in government and com
munity leadership. Sponsored

do J. Padro’n, M-Dcc presi

represent (he best educators.

Policies and Status of
Women’s Health Reveals

Fall Summit To FocuS On
Women In Government
ST. PETERSBURG -

endowed chairs for research,

common form of cancer

made in the fight to save lives

Other locations include New
York, NY, San Francisco, CA,

While many major univer
sities award their faculty

orado, Connecticut, Wash

services programs.

desire to make a difference in
the fight.

Endowed Teaching Chair.

eral and State Health Care

diagnosed with the disease.
While progress is clearly being

fundraiser in the United States.

Senior of Social Science at M-

Breast cancer is the most

Society’s
breast
cancer
research, education and patient

largest one-day breast cancer

ical Center Campus, was
awaided the Vitas Innovative
Hospice Care Endowed

chusetts, Minnesota, Col

port the American Cancer

bers, friends and co-workers
battling the disease - or by the

of Nursing at M-DCC Med

In-Depth Analysis of Fed

walk starts at 10am at Straub
Park in beautiful St. Petersburg

by personal experiences with
breast cancer - family mem

honor.
Yvonne Gamer, Professor

to take part in the walk.

among American women.
One in eight women will be

Many walkers participatifig in Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer are motivated

Chair: the college’s highest

of employees and volunteers

through Straub Park will sup

9am.
Tampa Bay is one of five
Florida locations hosting Making Strides Against Breast
Cancer this year. Last year, 37
sites nationally raised a total of
$19 million - making it the

ents of an Endowed Teaching

America’s Health Policies
Are Failing Women —

Services, Inc. Each flagship
will recruit over 200 hundred

Awareness Month. The

with registration beginning at

been named among the recipi

1992. Each Endowed Teach

celebrate National Breast Can

cer

Community College have

Miami-Dade

cess.

raise $500,000 in pledges. Pro
ceeds from the four-mile walk

urday, October 21st to help

Two Black

DCC’s Homestead Campus,
received the First Union Bank

Against Breast Cancer ----------35,000 walkers raising $2.5

-

motivational speaker, corpo

Second Annual Making Strides
TAMPA - Tampa Bay’s

MIAMI

professors from Miami-Dade

Teaching Chair; and Marlene
Groomes, Associate Professor

dedicated her life in helping
Diane Overton

Chairs

personal experiences in a
teaching style that is under
standable and entertaining. A
rate trainer, life enhancement
facilitator, Ms. Overton has

7-

Black M-DCC Faculty Awarded Endowed

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg
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Bay Area Kids Shine

LrJLF;,>\iroil.ll!Ml!P'e-.

TAMPA - On Saturday,
September 30th the Mendez

by

lit

ter

«? ♦» -'wnamnuiBmEMi

James Weldon
Johnson Visited
Heritage Village
Thic
’ .
«
This ic
is lha
the first 4.time
Ive
written about two subjects, in

one body, but such was the

case last Saturday, as perfor
mance artist, Leroy Mitchell.
Jr., as he metamorphosised
into famed poet and author,
James_ Weldon

Johnson.

thanks to the Pinellas County

African History Museum, who
are presenting a series of lec
tures with regards to our heritage and culture, through the

Leroy Mitchell, Jr.

Foundation, the Hillsborough
County Anti-Drug Alliance,

tions. This event promises to

and the Children’s Board will

be a celebration that empha

join forces in sponsoring the

sizes fun and healthy alterna

annual Too Good For Drugs
Walk which starts at the Coun
ty Center, 601 East Kennedy
Blvd. in downtown Tampa.

tives for a drug free lifestyle.

nationally recognized as a

1978, and is dedicated to pro
viding children and adults with
the skills to live healthy, bal

ment at the Kidfest and Teen
Exposition at Terminal 6 from

the song. “Teachers taught the

organization

Kidfest and Teen Exposition to
be held at Terminal 6 on Chan-

ages can enjoy games, food,
activities, and live entertain-

Voice and Sing. Mitchell akaJWJ, explained the origin of

non-profit

leader in prevention education
and wellness training since

For Drugs Walk, kids of all

National Anthem - Lift Every

The Mendez Foundation is
a

The half mile Walk begins at
10am and concludes at the

nelside Drive..
Following the Too Good

to music, is what we, AfricanAmericans called the Black

10:30am to 3pm. Featuring
over 70 exhibits with give
aways from area otganiza-

anced lives. For additional
information or to register for
the banner contest, please con

tact the Mendez Foundation at
(813) 251-3600.

song to their children, other’s
moved away and taught the
song - it grew until what it is
today, whereby at nearly every
function this song is sung at the

Robert Bonitto

Sanderlin Center
Applauds Another
Success-------------- ST.

PETERSBURG -

end of that function.”

Sanderlin Center does it again.
Here we have another success

Florida Humanities Council

Johnson and his brother
fled Jacksonville after the great

story on Mr. Robert Bonitto.

Lecture Series, that features

fire of 1901. “If we wanted to

educators, curators and per

forming artists, from across the

state. This lecture was held and
hosted by Largo’s Heritage

stay alive a little longer, we

(PTEC). Robert recently grad

went first to Albany Georgia
on a fast train. Later, my broth

ter. First he attended the Youth

Mitchell, a Florida native,
is a union actor, who travels to

works of JWJ as well as his
role as the great one.

prisons and universities, in his

James Weldon Johnson, the

pensated was the Central Mag
azine, but his work was
already circulated in Atlanta’s

captivating role of James Wel
don Johnson. He never relin

first Negro secretary of the

newspapers.”

quished his character as John

For up-coming events at
Heritage Village, call (727)
582-2123 and Sandra Rooks at
(727) 524-9068, regarding the

NAACP, discussed his life as a

son, which in and of itself was

African American Heritage

lawyer, diplomat, high school

JWJ traveled throughout
Europe and was stunned to

principal; a member of the

hear the Negro Anthem played

very surreal. His pitch, and
oratorical skills never left a dull

Museum and Resource Center
of Pinellas County.

Harlem Renaissance; a collec

by a French Orchestra, and that

tor and editor of two volumes
of Negro Spirituals. His pub

over OOK copies were sold.
“The royalties were great also,

moment during his entire per
formance.

lished works include: “Black

it allowed me to obtain my
graduate college degree from
Columbia”. Other acclaimed
poems by JWJ is “Lottery

The Rosewood Incident
will be held on November 4th,
with a survivor as a guest
speaker.
Send your “headlines” to
me at P. O. Box 6941, Clear

Manhattan”, “Book of Ameri

can Negro Poetry”, and
“Along This Way”. Yet, his
most accomplished poem ,put ■GM”, :r+rrhe- Creation”, * and

“Since You Went Away” (His

Mis. (Blue) Feliu, the Out
reach Worker. Robert wanted

to finish school so he attended

to come!

Most junior high and high
school students presence
should have been in the audi
ence, but there are more series
up-coming. Meanwhile, Mr.

water, FL 33758. ;,

We must welcome the future, remembering that
soon it will be the past; and we must respect
the past, remembering that once it was all that
was humanly possible.
-George Santayana

Brittany Smith

Happy Birthday,
Brittany —--------ST.

PETERSBURG -

Happy Birthday greetings go
out to Miss Brittany Smith on
her 4th Birthday (September
18,2000).
Brittany

toe

Family

the

OPPORTUNITY TO EXCEL IN LIFE.

OR WAITING TO FIND THAT POT OF GOLD AT

THE END OF THE RAINBOW.

proud

SOME ARE AWAITING THE GENIE TO COME AND
GIVE THEM THREE WISHES TO FULFILL THEIR
LIFE'S GOAL.

&

Friends, We Love You and
Happy Birthday Queen!

is

IMPORTANT NOTICE
HAVE YOU BEEN WAITING FOR YOUR

daughter of Jamiro & Chiquita
Smith.
From

uated from PTEC and he is
now going into the Army. He
is an example of ‘Yes You
Can’ and we all wish him
Good Luck and toe best of life

Development Training with

every day. My first published
work for which I was com

never once left his role as Wel
don: It’s 1930’s Summer.

He was given a referral
where he then went to Pinellas
Technical Education Center

first published work).

captured the audience, as he

at toe Sanderlin Center.

looking for direction and
found it at the Sanderlin Cen

a one-man play on Broadway,
with his masterful skills of the

Mitchell’s portrayal of
Weldon Johnson completely

toe Night GED classes given

Robert started as someone

er and I started a musical the
ater there and later on in New
York. I wrote poems and lyrics

Village.

7

LOOK NO FURTHER YOUR DAYS OF WEALTH
YOU'VE JUST DISCOVERED.

For more information dial J.J. at
(727) 894-4034 or (941) 518-0607

Mitehell could, easily, become

Playing the Florida lottery
IS ALL ABOUT PERCENTAGES.
But the buck doesn’t stop there. Lottery money also backs

The percentages we’re talking about refer to the money the

hundreds of millions of dollars in bonds for new school

Florida Lottery has raised for education in this state, and how

construction and renovation. At the same time, it

much goes to support each different program.

provides much needed financial support for elementary,

Our Contribution
to Education

middle and high schools, community colleges and

state universities. The following chart makes it easy to
see exactly how the Lottery’s total contribution for the

But the real story is about the valuable

24% \

contribution you make to schools and students

22%
14%
14%
13%
13%

just by participating in the Florida Lottery. With the
help of players like you, the Lottery has given over

your participation in the Lottery and the funding that results. Parents,

Florida. That includes $807.2 million in the past year alone.

the community, the entire state economy—in other words, all of us—stand to

Lottery dollars have been instrumental in helping young children

Early Intervention Program. They’ve also played a major role in shaping

tomorrow’s professionals with Bright Futures Scholarships..

gain. Which means there’s a lot more to the Florida Lottery than fun and games.
For more information about the Florida Lottery and funding for education in your area,
»

■ i

.

visit our website at www.flalottery.com.

Florida Lottery,
© 2000 Florida Lottery

$192.4 Million
$180.0 Million
$115.1 Million
$113.8 Million
$103.9 Million
$102.0 Million

year has been distributed. Yet, not only students benefit from

$10 billion to improve education for students throughout

I
develop learning skills,, through the nationally acclaimed Pre-Kindergarten

Public Schools
School Construction Bonds
Bright Futures Scholarships
State Universities
Pre-K Early Intervention
Community Colleges

WHEN YOH PLAY. WE ALL WIN.

North Central Florida
TET THE SUNSHINE IN

Society In
Ocala

ters toe program locally. The

COMMUNITY

REVISITED

and shot footage of several

Meeting the needs of the
black community should be

local Weed & Seed activities.

List”. To improve the literacy
level and performance of
minority children in the com
munity, it is necessary to
become involved in the politi
cal structure and be aware of
its operation.

Time has left us muted in
our tracks thinking, maybe,
someone will come rescue us
from our plight when the truth
of the matter is, we must rec
ognize the need for getting
more blacks elected and/or
appointed to more key posi
tions on the local, state and
national levels.

To do this, we must identi
fy potential leaders and help

The video will be used to
demonstrate to new sites what

a successful program is like.
The

program,

standards, Marion County’s
Public Schools, Ways to help

election issues, AARP invites

10am until 4pm at toe Pad-

producers interviewed local
citizens involved in toe project

center stage on our “Must

GAINESVILLE - To
provide a forum to discuss

Saturday, Sept. 30th from

by

OF THE BLACK

invited to come and learn more
about Florida’s educational

“Let The Sunshine In”, an
educational expo, will be held

Florence Williams Ray
MEETING THE NEEDS

dock Mall in Ocala. You are

Candidates
To Speak
At AARP
Forum

EDUCATIONAL EXPO

which

focuses on West Ocala, is in its
6th year of operation locally.
Its Weed component, coordi
nated through toe Ocala Police
Department, utilizes bicycle
patrol officers and joint under
cover operations with toe U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency to
target open-air. drug markets
and crack houses, as well as
property, violent and juvenile
crime.
The seed component,
coordinated through toe Ocala

Recreation & Parks Depart
ment, including tutoring, coun

your student, and enjoy stu
dent performing groups.
The event is sponsored by
Marion
County
Public

CHURCH

versalist Fellowship

New Edifice on Sunday, Octo

am.

Our new address is St. Rd.
44 to Pennsylvania to 2105 N.

located at Martin Luther King,

The candidates will make
presentations and answer audi
ence questions at AARP’s
Candidate Forum.

Georgia Road, Crystal River,

4th Street.

AARP is non partisan and
does not support or oppose

Sept. 1st - Larcenia Ross
Sept. 4th - Mrs. Melba Green

candidates or political parties,
does not have a PAC and does
not contribute money to candi
dates or parties. Rather, AARP
encourages Americans to
become informed voters,
sponsoring events such as this
forum to help voters learn

Sept. 6th - Eugene Bess, Jr.
Sept 7th - Ben McCullough
Sept. 8th - Brittney Richardson
Sept 12th - Jonathan Wesley
Sept. 19th - Rebecca Wooten
Sept. 25th - Charmaine

(352)671-7700.
HEALTH FAIR 2000

The Silver Springs Shores
Annual Health Fair will be

held on Saturday, Oct. 14th
from 8 - 11am (With Life
Screening Staying Longer).
This is a convenient way to get
some free health services.
Also, Special Screenings can
be scheduled. It is anticipated
that Flu Shots will be avail
able.
Like previous fairs, the
Lions Club will offer free

college prep classes, recreation

will also be available. MRMC

people in the community who

and small business develop

will offer a free blood oxygen

have the ability and willing

ment. Community policing,

test and SunCoast Dermatol

ness to serve and give these

which focuses on partnerships

ogy will provide a free skin

identified people the support

with neighborhoods, bridges

cancer screen.

they deserve.
But beyond this, WE
MUST REGISTER TO

toe two components.

invited and admission is free.

where candidates stand on
issues important to them.

door neighbor, the new family
across the street, the senior cit
izen taking his/her morning
walk, and by all means ask the
young fan sitting next to you at

picked up at all City of Ocala
Recreation Centers for the
2000 Big Sun Senior Games
to be held at various sites

the ball game, “Are You Reg

Dates - Nov. 1-10,2000.

istered to Vote?’,

him or her the needed informa

This year’s events will
include Air Shooting, Basket

tion to fill this need.

ball free throw and spot shoot

throughout Marion County.

Creative Crafters 2000, a

Is your medication too
expensive for your budget?

new event sponsored by the

If so, information in a new

Ocala Recreation and Parks

booklet might help.

Department, will be held at toe
City Auditorium from 9am 4pm, on October 7th. Admis
sion is free.

The Cost Containment
Research Institute in Wash
ington, DC has just pub
lished a 32-page booklet,
“Free and Low Cost Pre

The event will cater to

crafters and would be crafters
alike. Items as varied as floral

scription'

arrangements, handcrafted pil

revised 4th edition booklet
gives information on how

lows, bird feeders, ornamental

and where to get free and

pieces and ceramics will be

low

available.

drugs.

liards, Bocce ball, Bowling,

riences in the black communi
ty. These should include:

Bridge, Pinochle, Golf, Horse
shoes, 5K road race, Shuffle-

toe auditorium and on toe sur

companies provide free or

Plays, conceits, musicals, ora

board,

Swimming events,

low cost medication, but

torical presentations, essays
and other talent contests.

Table tennis, Tennis, Track and

rounding grounds. The City
Auditorium is located at 836

recreational activities. This
should include volunteering to

Ocala-334478.

insure supervised activities:

making evaluative recommen
dations to the proper recreation

SENIOR COMPANIONS

authorities, and assisting in the

Individuals are being
sought to join toe new Senior

initiation of recreational activi
ties for senior citizens.
And above all, Be A Role
Model For Your Own

Child/Children.

PROGRAM

Companion Program. This
program provides assistance

and friendship to those who
have difficulty with daily liv

WEED & SEED

ing tasks, helping them retain
their dignity and independence

PROGRAM FEATURED

rather than having to move to

IN VIDEO

The successful Weed &
Seed Program of Ocala is

expensive

institutionalized

care.
Volunteers will help with

being featured in a U. S.

chores such as paying bills,

Department of Justice training

grocery shopping and finding

video that will be seen in com

transport to medical appoint

munities across the country.
Ocala is the only site out of

ments. All interested volun

about 210 nationwide that is

teers should be over 60 yearsold and must meet federal

The video focuses on suc

guidelines for financial eligi
bility. A stipend will be paid

cesses of toe local program

and responsibilities include

and how community involve

serving two to four clients dur

ment and support can lead to

successful neighborhood revi

featured in toe project.

talization. Weed & Seed is a

federally

funded

program

Booths will be located in

NE Sanchez Avenue, Ocala.

“Many

major

programs,”

ORIENTATION FOR

says

Greater Ocala will host an ori

certain qualified groups for
free or at very low cost

entation on Saturday at 10am.
The session is being held for
families who are willing to

help work on their home.
The meeting will be held at
the Family Life Center at First
United Methodist Church,
1126 E. Silver Springs Blvd.

work help Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday and help in toe

be responsible for toe admrs-

Dear Parents and Adult

Students, Red Ribbon obser
vance will be October 19th
through toe 31st. Red Ribbon
is a time set aside every year
for toe community to present a
unified and visible commit
ment toward a healthy drug

sion fee.
1st trip - Orlando Science
Center, 2nd trip - Universal

specific academic areas (sci
ence, language arts, reading)
on Saturdays.
All during

Studios, 3rd trip - Tour of Tal
year

lahassee, FAMU, and Florida

Howard Academy offers math
tutoring to students in grades

State, 4th trip - Busch Gardens.

the

For

information

please call (352) 629-7082.

6-12th. Students are able to

free lifestyle for our youth.
This year, as part of

more

------------- H-----------

Howard Academy’s activities

For more information, call
351-4663.

cover the cost of pririting,
postage and handling to:

Institute Fulfillment Cen
ter,

Booklet #: PD-370,

P.O. Box 210, Dallas, PA
”18612-0210. Consumers

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

can also get more informa

Happy birthday greetings

tion from The Institute’s

go out to Earl Kenneth Eng
Lovella

Kendrick, Oct. 3rd; Jessie Mae
Owens, Oct. 4th; Adina S.

Blocker, Oct. 7th; Mary Clark,
Oct. 9th.

Internet
web
www.institutedc.org.
a

site:

READ A ' 1
NEWSPAPER |
EVERY DAY I

Island Of Jamaica

from pg. 1

ribs.

each week.

pork, jerk chicken, and BBQ

Sylvia McIntosh.

Training is open and will

as

designated areas and seed toe

diabetes, and mental health. To

ing that soon it will be the past; and we

neighborhoods with human

begin training, call Nina at
629-8661.

must respect the past, remembering that

Director Bill Patten adminis

COMMUNITY CENTER

Consumers can receive
a copy by sending $5 to

We must welcome the future, remember

Programs

by toe Academy. Parents will

turer.”

Alzheimer’s disease, strokes,

Community

will be in toe form of home

directly from the manufac

designed to weed out crime in

service programs.

HOWARD ACADEMY

an A to Z listing of all the

drugs that are available to

Co-owners L-R are Mary
C. Woods - Errol Cameron and

such

for toe field trips will be paid

Gary

ing toe 20 hours of service

topics

offering tutoring to students in
grades K through 5th. Thtoring

Director of The

got to try it. Entrees such as
Jamaican rice and peas,
Jamaican patty, curry goat, jerk

include

well as educational for all age
groups. The transportation fee

drug

Habitat for Humanity of

3rd;

have been planned to be fun as

Institute. “We’ve published

HABITAT

Oct.

Starting September 18th,
Howard Academy will be

rarely, if ever publicize the
Nave,

lish,

grading period. The field trips

prescription

cost

tinue to provide cultural expe

For more information, call
401-3916, or write to Big Sun
Senior Games, P. O. Box 36,

HOWARDACADEMY

The

Drugs.”

ing, 5K and 10K cycling, Bil

We must assist students in
the selection of wholesome

Richardson
Sept 28th - Patsy Griffen

TUTORING AT

planned a series of field trips
that will be taken after each

WASHINGTON, DC -

2000 TO BE HELD

We must, as a people, con

field events and walking races.

Jr., Recreation Complex N.W.

Florida.
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

writing.
To reward those students

Preseription
Drugs
Available At
Low Cost

CREATIVE CRAFTERS

Registration forms can be

The events starting place is

ber 15to at 11am until 4pm.

portation.
At toe air show there will
be vendors selling a variety of

my at 10am and return at 3pm.

Reading with Parental Aware
ness and Involvement Goals

Gainesville, FI. The public is

high school will also be able to
receive tutoring in reading and

grades and attend tutoring on a
regular basis, the Academy has

Saturday, October 7th at 7:00

2000 Grant.
For more information, call

This will take care of toe

sions.
We will leave the Acade

toe Dedication Services of Our

Street,

and on Saturdays.
On Saturdays, students in

per student, $9.00 per adult

food and beverage conces

come and worship with us in

34th

Ocala Regional Airport on
October 22. The price is $6.00

who have good school atten
dance as well as honor roll

to Noon at toe Unitarian Uni-

abilities. We must recognize

and offer

woman, Karen Thurman (D)

NW

(reading and math). Thrs ser
vice is offered to students
Monday through Thursday

Ocala Shrine Air Show at toe

local and regional goods and

day, October, 19th from 10am

cation assistance, scholarships, •

hood. Check with your next

MISSIONARY BAPTIST

4225

a field trip to toe 4th Annual

Second Bethlehem Baptist

Schools and Florida’s Sun
shine State Standards Shine for

to develop their leadership

start right in our own neighbor

WALK-A-THON

MOUNT OLIVE

didate forum with Congress-

Hall,

pass toe FCAT (reading, writ
ing, and math) and HSCT

admission price and trans

Cordially invites you to

sight, glaucoma and hearing
test. Blood pressure checks

BIG SUN SENIOR
GAMES

by James Thorpe

and Peter Enwall (R). Thurs

seling, crisis referral services,
street patrols, mentoring, edu

REGISTRATION FOR

I

Association - Laymen, Ushers
and Choirs Movement are
sponsoring a Walk-A-Thon on

provide opportunities for them

VOTE AND VOTE! We can

Ocala
News

residents (Congressional Dis

trict 5) to a Congressional can

gain skills that will help them

to show our commitment to
this lifestyle, we have planned

once it was all that was humanly possible.

-George Santayana

SouthTmstBank

You’re Not Just Another Customer. We’re Not Just Another Bank.

www.southtrust.com
1-800-CALL-STB
‘Online Bill Payment option is subject to a monthly feei "Subject to credit approval. Member FDIC © 2000 SouthTrust
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jS) North Central Florida
Weed & Seed
Appreciation Banquet
OCALA - Weed & Seed
Appreciation Banquet was

Dissemination of Awards

was given by Bill Patten
(W&S), Major Guy Howie
(OPD Weed), Cpl. Ella Hart

held in the Ocala Police
Department’s

Light
Of The
World

Community

Room on September 25th at

5:45 p.m.

(OPD Seed). Ofc. Tina Greene
(OPD Seed), Larry Brown

Bill Patten was the Master
of Ceremony. The presentation
of colors was OPD Explorer

(Mad Dads), Jade Hagans
(Safe Haven), Charlena
Kinsler (GOCDC), Dr. Loren

Post 962, Opening Prayer by

zo Edwards (Hampton Cam

Rev. Eugene Broxton.

pus).
Closing remarks

The Welcome was given
by Chief Money Deen.

Overview was given by Bill

Patten.

were

We can conclude from this

given by Chief Money Deen.
A reception was held in the

verse that if you’re not a peace
maker, you’re not a child of

atrium at 5pm.

God! Is that difficult to com

prehend?
Republican presidential
candidate George W. Bush is a

warmonger. He supports the
deployment of a large-scale

national missile defense sys-

Socialist

cution-style because of their

race, religion, or sexual orien
tation. (Ileto was a Filipinoborn postal worker who was

killed in the Los Angeles area

By Daniel Banks
“Blessed are the' peace
makers: for they shall be
called the children of God ” . St Matthew 5:9.

islation would prevent others
like Joseph Ileto and Matthew
Shepard from being killed exe

with Russia to do so.
Bush is also a hale-mon

ger. He opposes expanding
hate crimes laws. More laws
would curtail despicable acts
like the dragging death of
James Byrd in Texas (the very
state Bush governs), at the
hands of persons who hate

blacks. Greater hate crime leg

Site

How can you have one with

what’s really going on in their

(WSWS.org) in October of
1999, that Texas Governor

lives. I personally met Jeb

George W. Bush had presided

out the other? Generally
speaking, only very angry
white men oppose quotas and

over 102 state executions since

racial preferences.

taking office. Twenty-five peo

I believe George Bush is
out of touch with most of

ple were executed in Texas in

when a white man opened fire

1999, more than in any other
state.

on a Jewish community center
in August of 1999. Shepard

Bush wants to reform
Head Start, unnecessarily, and

was a white man left for dead
on a fence post in Wyoming by
other white men, after he was

move it to the Education
Department. He wants to teach
all kids to read. Head Start chil

Bush and his children two
years ago and found them to
be lovely people. Politically,
however, the Bush brothers
leave a lot to be desired when

America, even his own family.

it comes to minority affairs.

His nephew (Jeb’s son, who is

These are some of the
things you should know before

Hispanic and dark-skinned)

revealed during an interview
on Spanish television that he

going into the polling booth on

has been called “tar baby” and

other racial epithets. Bush was

peacemakers shaU-be called
the children of God. George

quoted on the same station as
saying he didn’t know that his

Bush is not a peacemaker.
(The Bushes and the

nephew had been ostracized
and what a shame he thought it

Republican Patty are counting
in November. Be an informed

1/3 of all prison executions in

Health and Human Services,
in the capable hands of Donna

was. The real shame is thathe
has a Mexican sister-in-law

voter and vote for peace.

the United States. Of 491 exe

and a Hispanic niece and

Thank you.)

Shalala.

nephew and he doesn’t know

tern similar to Ronald Rea
gan’s “Strategic Defense Ini
tiative” and is willing to cancel
the anti-ballistic missile treaty

‘ Web

picked up in a gay bar in October of 1998. He died a few

days later.)

Bush is a death-monger.
Stan Faulder reported in 1998

that Texas was responsible for

dren are 3-4 year olds and too
young to read, lest we bum
them out by the fourth grade.

Presently, the Head Start
Bureau is in the Department of

cutions nationally, 161 had
taken place in that state. Kate

racial preferences, but says he

Randall reported for the World

supports affirmative action.

Bush opposes quotas and

November 7th.

on carrying the state of Florida
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EVERY DAY
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Have A Splitting Headache?
Check Gut The Culprits
a headache, you’re not alone.
Nine out of 10 Americans suf

Headaches have many
causes. One Is a diet-for
instance, too much chocolate

touch the lowers, except when

fer from headaches. Some are

or monosodium glutamate

swallowing.

occasional, some frequent,
some are dull and throbbing,

(MSG), a common “flavor

• Drink at least eight 8-

enhancer.” Another is disease.

'and some cause debilitating

About, five percent of all

ounce glasses of water a day to
help avoid dehydration, which

(pain and nausea.
I
What do you do when you

headaches are warning signals

ORLANDO - If you have

(suffer

from

a

pounding

headache? Do you grit your
(teeth and carry on? Lie down?

Ninety-five percent of

primary

dehydrate you and cause

headaches

are

headaches, such as tension,

headache pain.

migraine, or cluster headaches.
These types of headaches are

• If you suffer from tension
headaches, avoid not only caf

not caused by disease. The
headache itself is the primary

feine, but also high-protein

to find out what is causing the

foods, dairy products, red meat

!pain.

concern.

and salty foods.

(Pop a pill and hope the pain
'goes away? There is a better
alternative, hut first, you need

ir,

find

From “accordions” to “zithers,” you’ll
find whatever you want among the

11 million listings on superpages.com™
services from Verizon - the number
one online Yellow Pages.

• Avoid teeth clenching.
The upper teeth should never

can lead to headaches.
• Avoid drinking alcoholic
beverages. These drinks can

caused by physical problems.

C.ocrjr. I jfU iti*
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Lathene McDuffy Retires From Healthy classroom Without Walls
Families
other MPH tracks on campus
in Tampa, Florida.

Internet access and e-mail

applying to graduate school,

but delayed because of dis
tance or time constraints?

Students may apply for toe
degree program, or take class

courses in order to participate

Now is your chance to par

es as a non-degree seeking stu
dent Spring Semester 2001

TAMPA - Ever thought of

ST. PETERSBURG-Her
friends and co-workers pulled
out the ole fishin’ hat and rod

and reel in celebration of her

ticipate in an exciting, well-

retirement. McDuffy is not
hanging up her hat, she’ll be
putting it on.

Lathene McDuffy is bid
ding all of her friends at

week after more than seven
years of dedicated service to
the program. A luncheon was

planned and well attended in

her honor on Friday, Sept. 15th
at Saffron’s Carribean Restau

bubbling with laughter over
some of their greatest
moments and experiences
together.
Lathene was showered
with farewell remarks, presen

tations and well-wishes by
David Gaiy; her supervisor,
Ray Hensley and Sue Caddell
along with Alberta McCall, a
young lady whose family
McDuffy has touched and
worked with successfully
throughout her tenure.
A beautiful luggage set
was given to the retiree for the

undergraduate and graduate

classes begin January 8th and

gram offered by toe University
of South Horida’s College of
Public
Health
(COPH).

end April 27th, 2001. Registra

level, public health courses on
toe Web during Spring Semes

tion deadlines for new students

ter.

do apply, but toe university

toe college offers courses at

makes all efforts to register
new students up until toe first

For more information
about toe Distance Learning
Program in your area, the

off-campus sites throughout
Florida and in Atlanta, Geor

week of classes.
The Spring Semester grad

MPH Degree and Spring
Semester registration, please

gia, that would lead to a Mas

uate-level

offered

ter’s Degree of Public Health

through distance learning will

call 1-888-USF-COPH (menu
option #3), or e-mail toe pro

(MPH) in Public Health Prac
tice.

be Principles of Health Policy
and Management (Monday

gram at: distance@hsc.usf.edu

The Distance Learning

evenings) and Environmental

Srinivasan or Somer Goad at

rant where the group enjoyed a

great time reminiscing and’

in toe Distance Learning Pro
gram The college also offers

established and accredited pro

Through satellite technology,

Healthy Families farewell this

address is required for satellite

courses

Contact person: Sandhya

Program allows students to

and

complete almost all degree
requirements with minimum

(Wednesday
evenings).
Course timings are typically

(813)974-6666.
Host Site for St Peters
burg: All Children’s Hospital,

Tampa on-campus require
ments. In addition, toe core

6pm to 8:50pm EST. Check
confirmed timings during reg

Petersbuig, FL 33731, Contact

courses offered via distance

istration. These courses are 3-

person: Dan Petrick (727) 892-

learning may apply toward

credits at toe graduate-level.

8533.

Occupational

Health

801 Sixth Street South, St

AmeriCorpS PinellaS
ST.

PETERSBURG -

Petersbuig Junior College, is

lished by President Clinton in (about 18 hours a week)* and
toe early 1990s. For persons receive a scholarship of
interested in a career in public i $2,362.50, although no living
safety (law enforcement or allowance, insurance or child

nearing toe end of its sixth year
of operation -- meaning a new

corrections), it’s a close-tohome, internship-like opportu

care are provided.

class will be cranking up in
January.
Twenty-six full-time stu

nity with dividends.
During toe calendar year,

Moose said that during toe first

full-time enrollees will put in at
least 1,700' hours of service

SPJC, participants were pro

AmeriCorps Pinellas, which is
coordinated countywide by St.

many travels she plans to take
with her husband, Charles

McDuffy, who was also a sur
prise guest at toe luncheon. A

dents and eight part-timers will
be enrolled to work with one
of toe college’s three Ameri

best friend and co-worker
Wilma Lancaster sang “It's So
Hard To Say Goodbye To Yes
terday” which brought tears to

(about 34 hours a week) and
receive a $9,000 living

Lathene McDuffy was

expressed her sentiments for
the wonderful experience

vided with more than
$500,000 in funds for college.

allowance, free health care

Interested parties should
apply by Oct. 27th. For an

Sherriffs Office, toe Clearwa

insurance/child care (if need
ed) and $4,725 in an educa

application or more informa
tion, please call Moose at 341-

tional scholarship. Part-timers

4493 or Staff Assistant Anna
Goree at 3414590.

The program is part of toe
National Service Corps estab

touched with emotions and

five years of toe program at

Corps partners: toe Pinellas

ter Police and toe St. Peters
burg Police.

almost every eye.

Project Director Lawrence

will work at least 900 hours

I

Our hope for creative living.Jies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and

she’d had in working with
children and families of
Healthy Families of Pinellas.

|j

j

social justice."

-Martin Luther King, Jr.j

“I have gained a lot during the
years with the program and

have enjoyed every moment
of it. There have been some
good times and some bad, but
I love each and evety one of

Souik Heritage------MeoCtii & RekabiCiiaiimt C&tlefi

you and appreciate toe won
derful working relationship
we’ve

developed,”

she

remarked. “I won’t be very far

away, I’ll stay in touch and

Sewing St. Peleubwtg in wn 30 yeaw

stop in from time to time to see
everyone and will always hold
each family special and dear to
my heart”
The individuals who
planned the event wanted to
make sure that toe ‘cat didn’t
get out of toe bag’ before they
sprang toe surprise luncheon

on toe honoree and did all they
could to ensure toe event went ,
over well and it did.

We
Welcome

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4PM
MONDAY

HIRES

American Sunday
Plate Catering™
A service of
Atwater's Hospitality, Inc.

Punctuality is a personali

ty and character barometer.

Letters
To the
Editor

Skilled Nursing Services
Physical, Occupational, Speech Therapy
Alzheimer' s/Dementia Care
Respite Care

Accepting: Private Pay
I
Medicare
Medicaid

Circumstances are created
by decisions.

Most HMO's

Moral cultivation grows
and strengthens character,
which save us from social dis
aster.

WOODIES
HAT BOX

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

PAR WAGES
PROJECT

Operation PAR,

•
•
•
•

Inc.

provides

sub

stance abuse and mental health ser

Office Parties
Reunions • Weddings

718 Lakeview Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 894-5125
/v ' ,' , ' ' ' '

> , '' /

a

' z < y#*'

... .............. ~ -..

727-344-5415
727-438-8206 (pager)
727-344-4255 (fax)
"Ort

a

vices to WAGES participants and their
family

members,

and

low-income

families in Pinellas County. These ser

vices are free and confidential. Ser
vices are available to adults and chil
dren. For more information contact:

Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438

Support the New Dream
Economic Empowerment
Support "Your" Businesses
We serve you
with
Dignity & Respect

i i it® H si ', J,

Quality

djaif

®

s
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CHA LLENGER
SRORTS
Third Annual
Major League
Baseball Yard
Ball Tour

Urban League Reschedules
Crime Prevention Run-----

TAMPA - More than 600
’area baseball enthusiasts will
participate in toe third annual
Major League Baseball Yard

entry forms at toe Devil Ray’s
ticket office or call 1-888-

players ages 8 and older and

991-5690

offers divisions for all levels of

information. Team entry fee is
$96 per team and includes

one of 15 on toe 200C U.S.
Tour. The tournament games

Annual
Black-on-Black
Crime Prevention Run and

Festival in the Park has been
rescheduled to Saturday, Sep

tember 30,2000. The resched
uling is due to Tropical
Storm/Hurricane Gordon. The
event will be held in Campbell
Park, 601 - Nth Street South,

in St. Petersbuig, located just

South of Tropical Field. Regis
tration for 3.5 mile run starts

promptly at 9am and the run
will begin at 10am, departing
and ending at Campbell Park.

Volunteer Law Enforcement
Officers and will wind through

refreshments and entertain

neighborhoods surrounding

ment . The entire family is
invited to participate in this

the park.

exciting event which carries a

The first 1,000 participants

to register will receive a free
Commemorative
T-shirt

very serious tone, ‘Running
Crime Out Of The Black
Community”.

which reinforces the theme of
this family-oriented event,

Anyone interested in par
ticipating in this “Fun Run”

Run crime out of the Black
Community”. Trophies will be

can pre-register at toe Urban
League Headquarters, 333-'
31st Street North, St Peters

awarded to First, Second, and
Third Place race finisher’s in
various divisions.
A festival in Campbell
Park will immediately follow

GA.

-

Bethune-Cookman College

defeated Morris Brown Col

lege 14-9 Saturday to estab
lish a 4-0 overall record, its

best football start since toe

yards against a stymied Wild
cat defense led by Carlos
Lawrence who broke up two
passes to Laquonne Holden,
who scored toe Wolverines’
only touchdown in toe third

The Wildcats now gear up

quarter.
Quarterback Pa’tell Trout

for seven-straight Mid-Eastern

man, still inching toward the

Athletic Conference games

school’s career record in rush

1976 season.

and

Cages

Pitching

Bullpens.. Tournament play

The Major League Base
ball Yard Ball Tour is spon
sored locally FOX Sports
Major League Baseball, Yard
Ball and Yard Ball Home Run

erties , Inc.

Yard Ball is managed and
produced by Dallas-based
Streetball Partners, Interna

tional, a wholly owned sub
sidiary of Bull Run Corpora
tion (NASDAQ;BULL).

Make; A Lasting
Impression -----ST. PETERSBURG-A
prescription for fighting heart
disease and stroke in Tampa
Bay: take twenty thousand feet
belonging to ten thousand
walkers in a same day event in
Pinellas and Hillsborough
county; add donations from
family, friends and co-work
ers; mix in a fun, festive event;
repeat annually to make a last
ing impression in toe fight

when Marquis Williams bolt
ed 1 yard with 14:18 left in toe
second quarter. Morris Brown
answered with a 23-yaid field
goal to toe second quarter, and

Saturday

game; spectator admission is
free.

Derby are trademarks of
Major League Baseball Prop

Throw Challenge, Batting

mation please contact Derrick
Smith at (727) 327-2081.

toirri.
This

tickets to the Friday night

bats. Both players and specta

Derby Competition, Beat the

burg, FL. For additional infor

a 16-yard pass from Kewan
Dewberry to Holden in toe

registration

Net, X, WTBT and 98 Rock.

Yard Ball Home Run Derby
Competition, Base Hit

For Best Start In 24 YeaFs
,

for

are played for five innings or
45 minutes on reduced-sized
fields with plastic balls and
tors can participate in on-site
special events, such as toe

B-CC Do wnsM orris Brown
ATLANTA

and

burg. The event is open to

Major League Baseball------ is

the run and include free

is Friday, Sept 22nd

Azalea Park in St Peters

baseball game and festival of

The route will be secured by

mately 9am - 4pm both days.
The deadline for team entries
interested players can pick up

The Devil Ray’s Yard Ball
Tour stop - toe official z-on-4

ST. PETERSBURG-The
Urban League’s Sixteenth

will take place from approxi

Ball Tour, Sept 30 - Oct 1 at

play.

against America's leading
. causes of death and disability.
Pinellas County compa

pants nationwide. The Tampa
Bay area is expected to draw
some 10,000 walkers and raise
an anticipated $800,000.

Heart disease continues to
be ranked as toe nation's No. 1
leading cause of death.
Participants of all ages
will join in toe fun 4-mile walk
as members of companybased walking teams. And
don't be surprised if you see
red - heart disease, stroke and
heart surgery survivors will be

honored with special red caps
to show that they're fighting

against

nies and businesses will make

Morgan Stale, Troutman will
be eyeing for a career rushing

their own lasting impression in
toe fight against heart disease

back against these daily dis

record. He needs only 24 yards

and stroke at toe American

Morgan State at toe “Conch

ing, put together a sizzling
passing attack, completing 10

Bowl Classic” in Nassau,

of 17 passes for 170 yards with

to eclipse Randy Walker’s

Heart Walk on Saturday, Octo

The event participants are
raising desperately needed

Bahamas.
B-CC’s defense sealed toe

no interceptions. Wide receiver/punt returner Antonio Stan

2,429 yards gained between
1971-1973. Heading into Sat

ber 7th, 2000. Registration

funds to support American

starts at 8am and toe Walk will

HeartAssociation research and

game against Morris Brown
late in toe fourth quarter, halt

ley hauled in two receptions
for 54 yards, including a 34-

urday’s matchup,

Troutman

begin at 9am at toe Carillon

education programs...helping

had compiled 2,406 yards in

Business Center. It's sponsored

every step of toe way. In return

ing a Wolverine drive on toe
Wildcats’ 35-yard line. A 14-

yard touchdown pass in toe

three seasons.
For tickets call toe “Conch

for these efforts, each walker
who raises $150 and more will

yard B-CC punt fell on its 38

Stanley left toe game with a
slightly pulled hamstring..
The Wildcats scored first

by Morton Plant Mease, Time
Warner
Communications,
Ceridian,
Smith
Kline

beginning Saturday

against

yard line, but Morris Brown
couldn’t penetrate beyond 3

third quarter. After scoring,

Bowl Classic” in Nassau,
Bahamas, contact First Choice

Tickets and Travel at (800)
oon oaoq

BMX Team To Participate
In Bike Rodeo - ---------- —
T. PETERSBURG - A

Joker J BMX Racing Team

BMX bicycle team will

tent with a bicycle and uniform

alongside community

will be on display. Participants
who finish toe road course will

; officers to conduct a

Safety Rodeo open to toe
; this Saturday, Sept. 30th

pletion.

Beecham, Tech Data, WTSP -

to the public.

receive a Certificate of Com

American Heart Association at

American

Heart

Walk is a national American
Heart Association event held
wide and has raised more than
$170 million since 1994. This
year's goal is $87 million to be

1 "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"
1 Custom Waxing & Detailing

CARWASH)
________

conduct sections of toe
course designed for chil-

(QUI K LUBE)

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

ind teenage riders to learn

DETAILING
CENTER

327-1900

SINCE 1958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

ctions and registration,
ont Pediatric E.R. Keep

Safe Program will be givvay free bicycle helmets
; supplies last) and con-

tig helmet fittings to

"FRESH
THE
WORKS! 'N SHINE"
SAVE $2°° SAVE *2“ SAVE 72°°
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

e they fit properly,
he rodeo will provide

PLUS “Free Full Service

afety videos, sport drinks
vater, and informational

*25.99

ruts about bike safety. A

Car Wash’’

Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 10/6/00. .

to show that they’re fighting

Buccaneer Linebacker Shelton
Quarles knows how devastat

back against these deadly dis
eases.

ing heart disease and stroke

“I am proud to be part of
this effort to fight toe number

can be. That’s why he’s step
ping out with 10,000 citizens
of Hillsborough and Pinellas

Counties in a walk to fight
America’s leading causes of
death and disability.
The American Heart Walk
will be held in toe Tampa Bay
area with simultaneous events
on October 7th on Davis
Islands in Tampa and the Car
illon Center in Pinellas County.
Registration for both begins at
8am and the Walk will begin at
9am.
The American Heart Asso
ciation event is held in over
1,000 locations nationwide.
About 500,000 walkers will
collect donations from family,
friends and co-workers to fund
lifesaving
cardiovascular
research. The Tampa Bay area
is expected to draw some

10,000 walkers and raise an

one killer in America. Of great

concern to me personally is toe
tragedy heart disease and
strokes cause in toe AfricanAmerican community,” Quar
les said. “Just as our Buc
defense is known as for attack
ing our opponents, I want to do
my part to help toe American
Heart Association rank among
the top defenses against heart
disease and stroke.”
Heart disease continues to
be ranked as toe nation’s No. 1
leading cause of death; nearly
8,800 people in Pinellas and
Hillsborough County die each
year from cardiovascular dis
ease. Heart disease and stroke
accounted for 42% of all
deaths in Florida last year.
Participants of all ages are
expected to join in toe fun
walk. Many area businesses,

anticipated $800,000.

including

Many of toe walkers area
heart disease, stroke and heart
surgery survivors. They’ll be

employee health and wellness

honored with special red caps

are

promoting

aren’t just walking for their
health. They’re raising desper
ately needed funds to support
American Heart Association
research and education pro

grams. In return for these
efforts, each walker who raises
$100 and more will earn an

American Heart Walk T-shirt
and other great thank-you
prizes.

For information on the
American Heart Walk, call
your American Heart Associa
tion at 813-289-6003.
The Hillsborough Ameri
can Heart Walk is presented by
Celotex and sponsored b>
Capital One, Brandon Region
al Hospital, Tampa General
Hospital, Merck - Medco
Managed Care, Rooms To Go,
Tropical Sportswear, Inc., and
Verizon. Media sponsors are

WTSP-TV10,107.3 The Bay,
The St. Petersburg Times and
toe Business Journal.
Archer Daniels Midland
Co., maker of NutriSoy is

proud to support toe American
Heart Association as a national

by organizing company walk- ■ presenting sponsor of toe
ing teams.
American Heart Walk.
The event participants

Special
Sped Olympics Hillsborough
2000 Indoor Games
TAMPA

-

Special

Olympics Athletes, from Hills
borough County, will compete

at Seminole Heights Recre
ation Center, 6925 Florida

from l-5pm. Awards will be

Avenue, Tampa, from l-3pm
Bowling - Singles, Team

given.

and Bowling, Saturday, Sept.

and Ramp, will be held at

Power Lifting will take
place at Berkley Preparatory
School, 4811 Kelly Road,

30th.
Gymnastics will be held

Brandon Crossroads Bowl,

Tampa, at 9:30am.

in Gymnastics, Power lifting

609 Crater Lane, Brandon,

What Do Dwight Gooden & Hall Of
Famer Willie Stargell Have in Common?

1 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

30 pt. Oil Change &

(727)570-8610.

- Tampa Bay

TAMPA

1 We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

J BMX Racing Team

their bicycles for free

For information, call your

L-R: Bucs Linebacker Shelton Quarles and Volunteer

raised by over 500,000 partici-

10am to 2pm, at toe All-

ractice safety techniques,
he public should also

T-shirt and other great thank-

and toe St. Petersburg Times.

Parking Lot, 780 Carillon

vay. Members of the

earn an American Heart Walk

you prizes.

in over 1,000 locations nation

The event is free and open

eases.

Channel 10 News, WFJO - Jo
101.5, The Business Journal
The

Tampa Bay Buccaneer Shelton
Quarles Takes American Heart
Walk Personally---------------------

CarWash, Blue Coral.
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,
Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

* 14.00
Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 10/6/00

FULL SERVICE
CARWASH
Polish Wax, Blue
Coral Poly Sealant, Air

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

$11.50
Plus Tax • (Reg. .$13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 10/6/00

FULL
SERVICE
CARWASH

SAVE M°°
Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows '
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

*8.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95) ’
Coupon EXPIRES 10/6/00

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N KARRY,

WINN-DIXIE & DISCOUNT AUTO Stores!
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Queensboro

St. Pete ResidentS Cheer Gore’s Plan Storm
Debris
Pick Up

Rambling
With

Charles Howard
Today is here, use it.

(smiles). Monday was the

Tomorrow may not come,

release day.

So don't wait on it."

896-2152

place their debris from last

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

weekend’s Hurricane Gordon

Betty Jackson, of 38th

in their refuse containers or
take toe debris to one of toe
city’s six RecyclaMat/Brush

Sites (see list below).
If residents are unable to

MORE UNIQUE WAYS

TO STRETCH
A DOLLAR

RENT REDUCERS AND
REMOVERS

get to toe brush sites, toe City’s

length. Residents should place
the debris at their normal
refuse collection site (in toe
alley or curbside).
Vice President AI Gore

ST. PETERSBURG-

instead of a real prescription

Residents should call 8937398 between toe hours of

Local residents nashed to
be at the St. Petersburg Colise
um when Al and Trpper Gore
arrived to detail his proposals

drug benefit - leaving out 95

7:30am and 4pm and pickups

percent of seniors who now
lack coverage; and forces

will be scheduled as soon as

to protect and modernize
Medicare, on Monday, Sept
25th. Gore received, salutes,
hails and ovations from the
basicallly senior citizen audi
ence.
Attorney

seniors into health mainte

nance organizations (HMOS)
for their health coverage. This
contrast is detailed in a new
booklet, Medicare at a Cross
roads.

watched anxiously in all direc
tions for toe Vice President’s

In
addition,
Gore
announced new protections for
everyone on Medicare who is
covered by an HMO and new

entrance. There were Veteran’s
of Foreign Wars, local and

preventive care benefits for all
40 million Americans on

Yate

Cutliff

state politicians, city officials
and most importantly, toe citi

zens who will most likely be
affected by Gore’s plan.

Detailing his proposals to
protect, improve and modern
ize Medicare, Al Gore today
released his comprehensive
Medicare Plan. The Gore-

and deductibles on important

plan

puts

all

cut; relies on state grants

Lehmann, manager of Envi
ronmental Sanitation Services.
The city has six RecyclaMats/Brush Site locations

where residents may take
debris. Acceptable yard waste
includes grass, leaves, tree and
shrub trimmings, and palm
fronts. Yard waste dropped off
must be free of plastics and
metals. Logs should be no
more than five feet long and
no stumps over 300 pounds.
Hours
are
Monday

percent of toe average for your

area? If so, you may qualify,
under toe U. S. Department of

Site

1000 62nd Avenue NE

2500 26th Avenue South
4015 MLK/9th St. So.
3802 54th Avenue So.

scription drug coverage and

life-saving preventive care to
all seniors under Medicare.
And we will modernize
Medicare by giving seniors

Assistance payments program,
for a rent subsidy. Under this

program, you need to con
tribute only one fourth of your
income to toe rent - HUD will

RIGHT

BEFORE YOU RUN
OUT OF MONTH??

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

FEED THE WHOLE
FAMILY WITH OUR

TAILGATER
$15.99

400 - 49th 5t South
St. Petersburg, FL
527-3509
523-3509
■ FISH SHRIMP FRIES
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
SLAW PUPS ■
Sunday... Gone Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS BUY . . FOK OVER 21 YEARS

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGN!

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ESSENTIALS’*

Bfr* DESIGN T

Carla's Hair Ah air

Artistic Hair Fashion

321-6802

321-4840

J/ogi's Hair Studio

I

328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari

323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

WAVE

I A-Quiin Biauiy

CREAIIVI-N-SlYI I
321-9322
Cenilr Stage Unisex Salon

327-4074

327-5241
IkoBLRr's Hair Salon

866-7070

Hi lin's Bi autv Sai on
327-5182
Emerald City

447.4548

Florida

Departmen
of Health

was toe order of toe evening,
with plenty of good friends to
help celebrate.
Sept. 23rd tom Oct. 4-00
Blake Armstrong, Carl

Rutledge, Norris Brothers,

SL Pete., Hazel Smith, 2440

Alexsa & Alona Squire, Kim
berly Haynes, Jesse Abrams,

median income for your area.
If you earn $12,000 annually

Melrose Avenue South, St.

II, Carla Wimberly Baker,

Pete., Beatrice Williams, 2729

Jamelia Wilson, Ave’Jenae’

and pay $350 a month rent,
HUD will pay $100 of your

15th Avenue South, St. Pete.

Washington,

rent for you.
This program is such a big
give way that some tenants of

$700 a month apartments in
New York City are being sub
sidized under this plan by
HUD.
For further information: U.
S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, 451 7th

Mary

Riley,

Nursing Homes: Bay- Lucille P. Jackson, Camara
pointe: Mildred Forehand, Mathis, Maurice Haynes,
Willie Bufford Thomas, Ella Lotoaria A. Washington, Jr.,
Crider, Lucille Richardson, Dion McClendon, Mildred
Smith, Quiana R. Jones
Evelyn Brown.
Laurel

Rehabilitation

Center: Lee Jenkins.
North

Rehabilitation

Center: Rev. Johnny Killens.
Alpine

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

Cedric and Gaskin
Until Next Week, Jump To It

Rehabilitation

Center: Victoria Harris.

RETURNS HOME

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

David Baxter (Boyer) of

Club Meeting Notices
TAMPA - “The South
Tampa PC

Users

Group

announces that our next meet
ing will be on October 10th

with one our own teaching
more about our computers.
We will meet at toe Office
Depot, located at 211 N. Dale

REASON

UNDER
YOUR

RUN OUT OF $$

ty of everything, Prime Rib

“And the prayer offaith shall Moss, Louise Johnson, Teena
save the sick, and the Lord Boykins, Annie Cooper, Cindy
shall raise him up...” James Sims Smith, Arssie Williams,
Betty Jackson, Adasha Chenel
5:15

TO

STOP SMOKING

We VVelcorojfe Your Letters to the “Editor

Ella Jenkins of 13th Avenue
South. Sunday, there was plen

Homebound:
Mabel
Jones, 1643 6th Avenue South,

THERE’S A

care, so they are never left
powerless and broke.”

MARKET & RESTAURANT

shut-ins with yours and our

Knights of Columbus friday

pay toe rent
Here’s an example. Let’s
suppose that $15,000 is) toe

- 2453 20th Avenue N.

more choices for their health

SHUT-INS
This week we travel to
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church, recognizing and

prayers, visits, cards and calls.

7750 26th Avenue N

said Gore. “We will improve
Medicare by giving real pre

OURSICKAND

remembering their sick and

information

RecyclaMat/Brush

night at toe dance, with her
other half, Chester Harris. A
cook-out was held at Cyrus &

Housing and Urban Develop
ments’ Section 8, Housing

Sunday, 8am - 5:30pm

to

9am

Locations:

. ‘We will protect Medicate
for at least another 30 years,”

Is your income less than 80

5:30pm and Saturday and

Friday,

newsytidbits with you about
past happenings taking place

in toe last week.

Street S. W., Washington,
D.C., 20024. Ask for Section 8

through

screenings.

Medicare surpluses in a “lockbox”, adds new prescription
drug and preventive health
care benefits and provides
seniors with new choices for
health
coverage
under
Medicare. The Gore-Lieber
man plan differs sharply from
toe Bush-Cheney plan, which
diverts billions in Medicare

surpluses to pay for their tax

items are removed, said Tom

Medicare. Gore would adopt
tough new penalties for
HMOs that drop seniors or
selectively exclude them from

coverage in toe first place. He
would also ensure that seniors
have access to preventive tests
by eliminating co-payments

Lieberman

possible. Due to toe volume of
materials to be collected, it
may be several days before

And it is that time of toe
week again when we share

Street South, who partied at toe

SUBSIDY FROM HUD

Sanitation Department will

pick up the debris. Tree limbs
must be less than five feet in

So.,

better. He will be kicking high
again soon. Watch it David

"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

ST. PETERSBURG Residents are encouraged to

Avenue

returned home from St. Antho
ny's Hospital after a weekend
stay, he’s home and feeling

NOSE!

Mabry Hwy from 7 to 9pm
Information at e-mail

sicape@AOL.com or 839-

4272 for more information.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Dallas Black Dance Theatre At Mahaffey

Shaman Song

ST.

PETERSBURG -

initiation ritual). The Shaman-

The god-given gift of trav

With a vibrant new look, a

Griot is not one individual per
sonality working independent
ly. He/She is an initiate of an
ageless Mystic Warrior Sacred

eling back and forth between
their ancestors’ immortal

fresh new logo and an exciting

worlds of Heaven and this
mortal world of Earth, culti

fey Theater Foundation opens

Medicine Order...a Secret
Healing Order blessed with toe

vates and enhances the mystic

premiere

healing virtues of the Griot

renowned dance company

gifts of composing and reciting

Spoken Word - the Shaman

Dallas Black Dance Theater

sacred verses remembering toe

Song...used to invoke the God-

(DBDT) on Friday, October

great deeds and epic accom
plishments of toe cultural hero-

Forces of the spirit world for

20th at 8pm at toe Bayfront

divine intervention in the

Center’s Mahaffey Theater for

leaders of their kindred spirit
people. This secret African

affairs cfthis world

toe Performing Arts. DBDT is

Shaman Song plays in toe

part of the St. Petersburg

society also bears toe responsi
bility of unveiling toe spirit

Off Center Theater at toe

Times Legends Series and is

Tampa Bay Performing Arts

sponsored by Verizon.

world view of how all things

Center on Saturday, Sept. 30th

lineup for 2000-01, toe Mahaf
toe season with toe Bay Area

of

the

world

The company is com
prised of 13 professional
dancers who perform a mixed

Brother Jamal

TAMPA- The Tampa Bay

ing, destiny and healing mis

Perfoiming Aits Center pre
sents Shaman Song (A Sound

sion. The Griot-Medicine Per

repertoiy of modem, jazz, eth
nic, and spiritual works by

Dallas Black Dance Theatre

son is toe African Master of
toe Spoken Word Oral Tradi

nationally and internationally
known choreographers includ
ing Alvin Ailey, Tolley Beatty,

tion” residency project. This

says John Blanchard, Presi
dent-Southeast Region for

tion-through which toe totali

David Parsons, Donald Byrd,

two-year program utilizes

Verizon. DBDT founder and

30th at 8pm. Featuring the spo
ken word and ageless wisdom

ty of humanity’s, highest

Alonzo King, Elisa Monte and

artistic director Ann Williams

knowledge is handed down to

many others. In addition to

week-long residencies and a
one-year distance learning

of Brother Jamal and musical

those with awakened ears to

compositions produced and

hear.

performing toe works of these
choreographic legends, this

Mosaic) in the Off Center The
ater on Saturday, September

guided by Fred Johnson.

talented troupe of dancers has
studied, trained and performed

The Griot is subtly referred

Shaman Song is a premiere

to in other cultures as, Magi,

production of poetry, prose and
song set to live African,
African-American Jazz, R&B

Shaman, Medicine Perspn,

and Afro-Latin extemporane

Musician, Songster, Artist,

ous rhythms which reflect the

Myth-smith, Wordsmith, Magi

ageless wisdom and magical

cian, Marabout and Chroni
cler.

come into being from Heaven
to Earth, how all things work

a( 8pm. For more details about

The metaphysical potency
of toe Shaman Song is based

in harmony in Heaven and on
Earth through toe healing gift

Fred Johnson at (813) 222-

world view of the African
Shaman-Griot esoteric tradi

tion practiced by descendants

,pf Africans in the Amercas.
Shaman Song is dedicated to
the African Griot medicine tra
dition that is the spirit-world
source of Brother Jamal’s call-

with some of toe pig-eminent
performers and teachers in the
American dance world.
The program for DBDT’s

Healer, Herbalist, Wizard,
Witch Doctor, Poet, Bard,

on toe spiritual capacity of toe
Shaman-Griot to be able to
heal themselves from a critical
near-death experience (which
is their Dying Before Death

of pkmt-Spirit Allies and toe

764-4040.

ment is provided by Indian

EL - Looking for different and

Sitarist,

exciting gift ideas or new dec

boardist/vocalist Kayte Wolf

Steve Mikes, key-

orations for your home or

and

office? Then you won’t want

Maxwell. These award-win

to miss this fine, outdoor craft

ning musicians will be per

event that will take place on

saxophonist,

Brad

Saturday and Sunday, Sep

forming continuously through
out toe weekend and will have

tember 30 and October 1.

their music available for pur

Geveland Street will be host

chase.

ing toe 2nd Annual Down-

The 2nd Annual Down-

town Clearwater Craft Fes-

town Clearwater Craft Fes

tival, a two-day affair featuring

tival will be held Saturday

hand-made arts and crafts, live

and

musical entertainment, food

30th and October 1, on

courts and family fun for all!
Show times are from 10am to

Cleveland Street. To attend,

5pm both days and admission

port/Clearwater exit and fol

is free!

low toe signs to Highway 60
West/Clearwater. Highway 60

Unlike your typical craft
festival, this high-quality event
offers only toe finest work by

some of toe top crafters in toe
nation. On display will be

Sunday,

September

take 1-275 to toe Tampa Air-

becomes Cleveland Street
when you enter downtown

woodworking, ceramics, jew
elry, clothing, photography,

3755.

ing crafter and is of toe best

member of toe Board of Direc
tors of Dance/USA and The
International Association of

guests on Monday, October
16th. The residency concludes
with toe public performance of

audience, the company has
moved far beyond its original

Blacks in Dance.
goal and employs a diverse,
The Bayfront Center Box
multi-ethnic troupe of dancers Office is located at400 First St.
performing for audiences of all So., in downtown SL Pete. To
ages and backgrounds. That charge by phone call the
diversity has propelled the Bayfront Box Office at (727)
company forward to promi 892-5767 or Ticketmaster at
nence as file only full-time pro (813) 287-8844. Tickets are
fessional dance company in subject to nominal service
Dallas.

charge(s).

In addition to serving as

sity, education technology and

Please Support Our Paper by
Supporting Our Advertisers

different taste from toe Tampa
Bay Area Restaurants. A food

court

of Tampa’s . Finest

Restaurants will be present for

eveiyone to purchase a variety
of different food samples.

Centennial Park will be
filled with seven hours of non

stop

family

entertainment

including: Nationally known
Marva Wright and the

BMW’s; Nationally known
Kings; Nationally known
Sonny Rhodes; The Damon
Fowler Band; The Molten
Mike

sculptures and so much more.

made creation by toe exhibit

Bishop at (813) 273-6364.

tion. Nationally, she serves as a

Chicago Rhythm and Blues

Clearwater.
For more information, call
(813) 962-0388 or (954) 472-

Each item is an original, hand

VIP tickets please call Terri

while our guest are. enjoying

Woman’s University Founda

programs that reach diverse

Silva, “Homage to toe Source:

a part of DBDT’s “Choreo

groups will perform on stage

performance and educational

Ciega High School for special

to benefit toe Hillsborough

Seven National and Local

District Foundation, Dallas

choreographed by Armando

Blues , in Centennial Park,

Mitehell. Williams Currently

Dance Council and Texas

communities. With an everexpanding national and global

place, bringing cultural diver

Hollis, Doris Humphrey,
Charles Weidman and Arthur

and to bridge cultures through

ture/demonstration at Boca

tainment and a whole lot of fun

ing News Dance Festival. Her
extensive dance background
includes training under Alvin
Ailey, Edith James, Barbara

serves on the Board of Direc

Decirete Que Te Extrano?,”

great strategy for our market

Association of Blacks in
Dance and The Dallas Morn

tors of toe Dance Opera, Arts

company will present a lec-

DBDT on Friday, October
20th at 8pm.
“Verizon's , community
investments programs are cre
ating excitement with local
government and school offi
cials all across America. It’s a

member of toe Dallas Dance
Council, The International

DBDT is to provide dance
opportunities for minorities

singer Marvin Gaye; ‘Come

AFRICA,” choreographed by
Chuck Davis featuring tradi
tional African musical rhythms
by Bradley Simmons; and
“Snakes, Snails and Puppy
Dog Tails,” choreographed by

founder and artistic director of
DBDT, Williams is a founding

Williams, toe mission of

day, October 18th, and toe

for food, spirits, family enter

Association For Retarded Citi

Founded in 1976 by Ann

pays tribute to legendary

toe best of blues in Tampa Bay
at toe fourth annual Taste of

zens.
For more information and

mentary schools, two middle
schools, and three high

Mahaffey Theater on Wednes

Rhytom Hounds.

Ybor City On Saturday, Octo

form.”

graphed by Darryl Sneed that

TAMPA - Tampa, Flori
da, October 14th, Experience

ber 14th from 3pm to 10pm.

demonstrations for three ele

will be conducted at the

Kirby Reed.
While in SL Petersbuig, the
DBDT will continue toe tradi
tion of offering residencies: St.
Petersbuig is toe fifth city to be

Please come and join us

boys and girls interested in
dance as a professional and art

fied in their eagerness to serve
as an inspiration to toe many

Now Marvin,” a piece choreo

prophetic gift of toe Oracles.

Taste Of Blues 2000 To
Benefit Hillsborough

adds. “The uniqueness of toe
DBDT’s dancers is exempli

experieneewito toe curriculum
in each city tailored to meet toe
specific needs of students and
educators. DBDT will conduct
workshops
and
lecture

schools. A master dance class

this performance, please call

1046 or Brother Jamal at (941)

training to toe classroom,”

Bay Area premiere is “And

Fred Johnson

Downtown Clearwater Association For
Craft Festival -—------ Retarded Citizens
CLEARWATER- Sep
Live musical entertain
tember 5, 2000 , Clearwater,

graphing toe Future Through
Arts, Technology, and Educa

{(

Group;

Quivering

TWO THUMBS UP!
ROGER EBERT 1 THE MOVIES, Roger Ebert and Richard Roeper

quality and value. With such a

wide variety of mediums and
over 100 booths to browse

through, festival-goers are sure
to be pleased with toe price,

11 #'

selection and quality that this

History

event has to offer.
In addition to craft booths,

is written by the winners.

a Garden & Gourmet Market

place is also provided. This
special section will include
homemade jams and spices,

flowers, plants and various

If

I

JF

REMEMBER THE

IIIANS

gardening and lawn items.

.JERRY BRUCKHEIM[Rr,ii.ci,i«

Food courts serving snacks

WALT DISNEY PICTURES.««
JERRY BRUCKHEIMER FILMS DENZEL WASHINGTON
REMEMBER THE TITANS' .TECHNICAL BLACK...... .BOAZ YAKIN... WILE PATTON
DONALD FAISON NICOLE ARI PARKER "“TREVOR RABIN SMIKESTENSON MICHAEL FLYNN
"'“GREGORY ALIEN HOWARDJERRY BRUCKHEIMER CHAD OMAN “"'"‘BOAZ YAKIN A

and beverages are also avail
able.

ALL ARTICLES
SUBMITTED
MUST BE

TYPEWRITTEN
OR NEATLY
PRINTED

TECHNICAL BLACK nUZ1

I

PG I PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED <8» I

Bar Bfr

I SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN
For rating reasons, go to www.filmratings.com

disney.com/titans

OPENS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

Special Olympics, Saturday, Sept. 30th
1-3pm, Seminole Heights Rec. Center,
6925 Florida Ave., Tampa
BMX Team Rodeo, St. Pete, Sept. 30th
10am - 2pm Allstate Parking Lot
780 Carillon Parkway, St. Pete.
Front Porch - St. Pete, corner of 12th
Avenue & 16th Street South on Monday
Oct. 2nd 4-7pm
Job Fair @ Boley Center, St. Pete.
2901 - 44th Ave. N., Oct. 3rd, 4pm - 7pm
Urban Leage Crime Prevention Run
Sat. Sept. 30th, 9am until
Campbell Park Rec. Ctr., 601 14 St. S.
3rd Annual Major League Baseball Yard
Ball Tour - Sept. 30th - Oct. 1st
Azalea Park - St. Pete.

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922
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CP
Breakthrough Christian
Center ~—————
at 4:30-5pm please tune in to
WTAN-1340 am as Pastor
Glenn ministers live on the air.

CAT

Traveler’s Rest
Missionary Baptist

Expect to hear a live interview

Welcome to Travelers’

with Kelli Williams, Nashville,

TN about the concert on Octo

Rest where Christ is the center
of attraction, and the word of

Weekly Activities:
Thursday, Sept. 38; MidDay Bible Study at 11am. If

ber 7th.

God is preached! We extend a

you are looking for an indepth

warm and cordial welcome to
all who will worship with us
on Sunday, October 1, 2000.

study of God’s Scriptures,
please come out and join this

Sunday School will begin at
9:30am. Morning Worship
service begins at 11am. Holy
Communion will be served.

ister Betty Andrews.
Mass Choir Rehearsal

The Mass Choir will provide

ing 7pm.
Saturday, Sept. 30th, Dea
coness meeting: 10a.m., Anti

Sunday night begins our
Camp meeting 2000 with

Prophetess Adrienne Haw
thorne, Rochester, NY. Be sure

and get here for the “kickoff!”
Ronald Rosson & Shachah,
Tampa, FL will also be there
on Sunday and Monday night

Prophet Glenn Miller

A

’T <2

LL

the Ministry of Music, and

great!

1940 - 49th Street South, St.

Usher Board #1 will perform
doorkeeping duties.
The

“Prophetic Fire Camp meeting
2000” is here. Check out our

Petersbuig 33707. Call us for

Men’s Ministry will serve as

ad with all of the details. We’re

prayer, into/directions at 7273214986 or fax us at 727-321-

greeters.
The Church family is

expecting to see you there!
Don’t forget tonight

3937.
Come as you are - No

reminded of our monthly busi
ness meeting this Friday, Sep

(Thursday) at ,7:30pm. A

dress code.
Special thanks goes out to
Breakthrough C.C. for all of

tember 29th at 7pm. All Min
istry leaders are requested to
please be in attendance as well

Browne.
If you are seeking a
Church home, we offer Travel

Ihe flowers, gifts, cards & the

as the entire membership.
We will fellowship with
the Antioch Full Gospel

ers’ Rest to you! If you need
transportation to Church,

has

been

explosion.
Prophetic Fire is going to fall
dynamic Word

early!
You’re invited to Sunday

morning for a special “Power
Breakthrough Service” at
11am with Pastor Glen minis
tering powerfully in the Word

special dinner party for our
birthdays. Also to Sis. Debra &
Mother Johnson,

the TV,

VCR, home entertainment

of God. God has given him a
logo as well as a ihema Word

system and stand to put it on
was a marvelous surprise!
Thank you all !!! Pastor

for the body of Christ. Sunday

Glenn and Norma.

Church and Bishop Warren
Bennett on Saturday, Sept.
30th at 3pm. The Church fam

the Pleasant Grove Church

family invite you to worship

Moores

Oct.

munion will be administered
by the pastor assisted by the

Booths will be available for

Ihe Young People Depart
ment will sponsor a, yard sale

purchase.

assistant ministers and the
Rev.

Services/Meetings/Rehearsals

Burke, will preach during both
services. Music will be provid

Noon Day Prayer Services
Wed., 12 Noon.
Bible Study/Prayer Ser

Stewardess

Board.

ed by the Inspirational Choir,
directed and accompanied by
Minister of Music, Michael
Melvin. The Stewardess

vice, Wed. 7pm.
Youth Choir (ages 5-12)

Board and the Usher Board

Rehearsal Tues., 5:30pm.
Inspirational Dance Group

will serve.
For transportation

join Hie JUNIOR WOMEN in
lheir annual fellowship service
“A NIGHT IN PINK ’. Octo

The JUNIOR WOMEN
of Union Foreign Association

sponsors this evening of praise
and worship.

John Mighty Drill Team, the
Noise Maker’s for Christ, the
Exciting Sanctuary Choir, and
the message for the evening by

The chartered bus will

for all other special services.
The South Florida Pro

Ministry will have a Total Fit
and 21st. Sister Jura Philpot,

“He heals the broken-hearted
and binds up their wounds. He

counts the number ofthe stars,
he calls them by name.”

Psalm 147:3-4

Mt. Olive A.M.E. Church

Sundays.
W.M.S.

Meeting

-»

Sunday:
7:45 AM .. Early Worship
11:00 AM .. Worship
Tuesday:
7:30 PM .. Bible Study

6pm

Wed. after the 1st Sunday.
Y.P.D. Meeting 3rd Sun
days 4pm.

600 Jones Street
Clearwater, FL
,
Ph: 443-2142

The church where everyone is always welcome!

ing Tarver is Pastor, is located
at 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Clearwater, FL 33755.

St. John Missionary Bap-

! Masj id AI-M u min i n

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

F
E
L
L

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.

GRACE

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 -26th Avenue South • St Petersburg, FL 33711
- (727)'327-05^<2'

"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Ps. 127:1

Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
CENTER

Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/

Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Praise & Prayer 7;00 p.m;
Thurs. Midday Bible Study

O

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30- 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Oct 2nd at 7:30pm. Please
make a special effort to attend.

Johnson, Chairperson.
Thought for the Week:

1st and 2nd Sundays.
Male Chorus Rehearsal,
Thurs. before the 3rd and 4th

tist Church, where Rev. Flem

Lord together.

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

event will be held Monday,

28th at 8pm. Monthly business

Rev. J. B. Keel,
Pastor

Minister Ronald Wade.
Come let us praise the

Brown. Choir rehearsal for this

will meet on Thursday, Sept

mander. Please see Church ad

children on time. For trans
portation please contact the

con Moore and ushers with__
Sister Monroe. All other per
sons sign-up with Sister Jewel

President and Sister Ruth John

Rehearsal, Thurs. before the

parents are asked to have their

October 4th. All choir mem
bers please sign-up with Dea-'.

ness Workshop October 20th

Choir

Mose Phillip Bell in charge,

Combined Choirs will render
song service on Wednesday,

Gladys D. Newton, President
Deacon and Trustee Board

Team will meet at 6:30 pm,
Deacon Jim Anderson, Com

3545.
Church school will begin
at 9:30am with Superintendent

don is requesting that the

administered in both services.
Also, the General Home Mis
sion will meet 3:30pm, Sis.

Sundays.
Inspirational

Golden, 867-0156 Anthony
Macon, 328-0022 Mose Bell,
867-0601 or the Church 327-

gressive. Baptist Association
will convene with the First
Baptist Church of Wauchula,
October 4th-7th. Pastor Gor

leave at 12 Noon Wednesday.
The Women Intermediate

Transportation Ministry Willie

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

Usher Board No. 1 will serve.
Holy Communion will be

meeting, Friday, Sept 29th at
7:30pm and the Bible Drill

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

ing. Mid-morning worship
begins at 10:50am. Choir No.
1 will render song service and

Tues. before the 1st and 2nd

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Islamic Services

service.
Sunday School begins at
9:30am with Superintendent
Deacon Philip Carter presid

to

In Action will be: The St

ber 6th at 7:30pm.

render song service User
Board No. 1 will serve in the
7am early morning worship

church, please contact the

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
You are cordially invited to

with them on Sunday, October
1st The Angelic Choir will

Rehearsal Wed., 6:30pm.
Mass Choir Rehearsal,

F. Bryaht 894-6067, Robert

please contact Brother Turner
Brooks or the Church (822-

month of October! God Bless!

and members will honor their

on Saturday, October 7th.

Study 7:30pm with Pastor

this worship service.

Moores Chapel officers

and 1 lam services Holy Com

Prayer and Praise, 7pm led by
the Ministerial Staff. Bible

ily is encouraged to support

Transportation Ministry.

Rev. Marcus Burke, and
Moores Chapel Church Fami
ly welcome you to their ser
vices this 1st Sunday in Octo
ber. The 1st during both 8am

4th,

4869)by noon on Saturday.
Happy Birthday to all
Church members bom in the

“The

pastor with an appreciation
service, Sunday, October 8th at
11am.

och Full Gospel fellowship at
3pm.
Wednesday,

Chapel

Church Where Everybody Is
Somebody”

7pm, Friday, Sept. 29th.
Monthly Business Meet

ment has been in the air, antic

ipation

Pastor Joseph Gordon and

ministry. Our instructor is Min

ministering in song.
See you at Breakthrough

The time is here, excite

Moore’s Chapel Pleasant Grove
A.M.E. Churchy

W
S
H
1
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412

12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

12:00 noon - 1 :00 p.m.

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056;

Travelers Rest

Rev. Fleming Ta rves) Pastor
^Sunday Services
SunJay SAool ..................................................................... ............................. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship...................................................... . ........................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ............. .................................................. '................. 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship............................................................ ...................1 ................ 6:00 p.m.

Missionary Baptist Church

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

Weeldy Services

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School........................................ 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

The diurdi where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

(727) 894-5246 I 823-1619

SATURDAYS

10th Street Church Of God

Sabbath School: 9 am

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship: 11 am

Sunday School............. .. ................................... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . .......................
.11:00 a m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ........................................................... 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) . . . . .6:00 p.m.

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School ...
.. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..... .11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives

SteWart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

(813) 327-0593

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

Greater Sf. Paul

Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Missionary Baptist Church

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: §94-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Sunday School.......................... ..
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................. 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

We welcome you at all times.

X

‘To God Be The Glory?’

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship .................. .7:45 a.m.
Sunday School.....................................
9:15a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................................... 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
................ Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service .... .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Earnest Jones,
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!
Pastor

1
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CAJ~
Friendship
New Philadelphia
Missionary Baptist

New Hope
Trinity
Presbyterian Baptist Church
cations Company, Allstate
Insurance Company and Met

ropolitan Life Insurance Com
pany. Presently, he is Director

of Public Affairs with the Juve
nile Alternative Services Pro

gram of St. Petersbuig.
Mr. Peterman, has a lot of
accomplishments in woiking

with the City of St. Petersbuig,
Frank Peterman, Jr.
Trinity
Presbyterian
Church to observe Men’s Day.
The men of Trinity Presby

terian Church will observe
Men’s Day on Sunday, Octo

ber 15th at the 11am service.

among them are chairman of
the city’s 1999 Co-sponsored

“But let a man examine
himself, and so let him eat of

filled morning prayer service

that bread, and drink of that

breakfast planned for this

cup. ” I Corinthians 11:28.

event.

Rev. Dr. Alvin Moore and
the New Hope Family invite

In Pastor’s sermon on Sun
day from Luke 6:17-39 he

you to join us for Communion
Sunday beginning at 9 am,

keyed in on verse 20b,
“Blessed be ye poor:for yours

is the kingdom ofGod”. How

morning services at 10:30
where Deacon William Sim
mons and the Deacons will be

ever, when you turn the page

in chaige of devotion. The

it the kingdom of God. God

Mass Choir will render the

Zone Development Agency.
St.
Petersburg/Clearwater

tion of Bro. Vemard McKin

join us on Tuesdays to find the

ney, Minister of Music, Min.

answers

second through fifth Sundays.

by Loretta Calvin who soulfully sang "More Than Enough."

The Pastor will deliver open

the Friendship Missionary

Baptist Church Family extend

Bible Study also 7:45pm
Youth Enrichment Hour.

ing sermon challenge during
Communion Sunday. Title of

James Robinson and Minister
Aaron Gaskin offered prayers
of invocation and intercession

to you a warm welcome to our
Sunday Services, Sunday Oct.

Pastoral

is,

(altar call). Final music offer

8:30am Matron’s Ministry

"Momentum Thy Name Is
Woman!" Through use of

ing was given by Master
Deveron McGee and Rhianna
President.

Meeting also 9:00am Nursery

week.
Beginning at 8am the Dea

Ministiy adults and youth vol

cons Ministry will lead in

attend.

Church, Tampa, FL in celebra

League’s Crime Prevention

tion of their Pastor’s Anniver-

Program, Blacks Against Dan
gerous Drugs, the Community
Alliance, and a host of other

agencies and committee’s.

He is agraduate of Leader
ship St Pete., the Askew Insti

Salem

M.B.

saiy following our morning

direct relationship to revival

Christ Dominique Barber will

theme of Will, Determination,

like to volunteer to serve in the

offer ministiy in music.

Nursery are welcome as well.

tute, and the Leadership Flori

Breakfast at 8:30am will be
held in the fellowship hall of

cation within the Pinellas
County School System and

da Program. He is also a mem
ber of the Omega Psi Phi Fra

the church. Sis. Betty Christian
and Dea. Lovette Robinson,

ternity. Councilmember Peter

earned his B.A. in English
from Morehouse College in

son has served on the YWCA
Board, the Mahaffey Theatre

chairpersons is inviting every
one to come out for a spirit

1985. Currently he is enrolled

Foundation Board, and the

in the Dallas Theological Sem

Enoch Davis Advisory Board.
He and his wife, June have

three children. His
expires April 1,2001.

term

First.
Mt.
Zion
Missionary Baptist Chyrch
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Church Services
8:00 a.m.
......... Morning Service
9:45 a.m....................... .. .Sunday School
11:00 a.m..................... Worship Service
5:00 p.m. . _______ ____ _____ B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”

period of transition from
theocracy to monarchy. Main

Reverend

last Sunday of men in revival.

week include:
Tuesday, 6:30pm Prayer

divine word of God. Church

from 12-2pm Bread of Life

School is held at 9:30am. A

Ministiy serving lunch to all

From a sermon entitled, "I
May Not Know Where I'm

second service is held at
10:45am opening with the

needy in the community.

Going, But I Know Who I'm

Rehearsal, No Youth

Following," Rev. Calvin theo

logically evaluated Christ's

Choir

Rehearsal this week.
Upcoming event: 10/15/00
-Unity Day 2000.
May His Peace Be With
You Until We Meet Again!!!
L

Prayer is a tremendous force.
Il can heal a broken
body...repair a severed
relationship....or restore a joy
that has been lost.
The Holy Ghost Church of Cod
Purchased With His Blood

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813)822-2455

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

Church School ... 9 30 a m
Corning Worship 11 00 a m
8 T.U............................. 5.00 p m.
'? Even ing Worship.:... 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening .

SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School..........................................
Morning Worship............... ...........
YPWW............................
Evening Worship............... ....

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal................. 5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study........... 7:30 p.m.
1 st & 2nd Saturdays SR.

Choir Rehearsal.. 11 OOanx

10:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH
"‘T'V&e'tc jfe&ctd, id
2f37 Sac&td
'Petem&cvKy,
33712
(727) Z2t-S444
Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop W.D, Holey, Pastor

321-3545

We invite you to come worship with us
as the Presence of the Lord fills the house.

Morning Worship................................... 11:00 a.m.

SERVICE IIIVUSS:
Sunday Morning: 10:30 am
Wednesday Night: Biblical Upkeep 8:00 pm
M.O.I. (Men of Integrity) - 7:00 pm

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

God. The church today is

"fishers of men."

called upon to affirm God's

Among the many sermonic points emphasized and

leadership and reject ungodly
leadership.

illustrated throughout mes

All Nations Church of God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg. FL
327-5926 * 327-2656
Sunday School... f...................... .. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . .................................... .11 a.m.
Night Worship ... ................... .. ................... .7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class............................................... 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting................................ 8 p.m.
Triday.Tarry Service«... .
. . . . 8 p.m:.
Saturday Sabbath School... ....,,. .

»•, •

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

n

1

Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr., Pastor

Rev. Johnnie tee Williams, Pastor

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nJ Avenue South * St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

. . . . .............Prayer Time
.............. Sunday School
11:00 AM,
.............. ...... Worship
12:30 PM,
. After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

9:00 AM. .
9:30 AM. .

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:15 a.m.

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship....................... .............. :................ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship..................................................... 11:00a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed............................... 7:00p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Daily Prayer (M-F)

JCefn ^JjtlaheXpIfta: QJutrtmitnttij (Cfyttrch

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Finance Ministry.................................................................. .............................................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.................................................. .......................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry........................................................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for Cod and Compassion for People”

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

7:00 p.m. H

Sunday Morning Services

Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)

Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Deacon Ministry..................................... ........................................................ ... Deacon Edward Nesbitt

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
Bible Study (Monday)

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School

..11 a.rh.

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

EVERY 2nd & 4th Thursday at Different Locations

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

arise when one wants to put
other leadership in front of

calling of disciples to become

The

Sunday School.................................................9:30a.m.

importance of looking to God
first for leadership. Problems

and a Christian community for everyone

Fax: (727) 896-1345 • Website: www.wecc.bizland.com,

World Evangelism Radio Broadcast: Sundays - WTAN 1340 AM
Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr. Pastor. 1

goal of lesson is to convey

lou are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel

WORLD EVANGELISM
CHRISTIAN CENTER
923 M.L. King St. South, St. Petersburg

Early Morning Worship........................... 8:00 a.m.

guide nation of Israel through

Noonday

The

lenge to men of church during

(727) 502-W.E.C.C. (more information)

St. Petersburg, FL

Calvin issued a fitting chal

Study, also each Wednesday

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

3037 Fairfield Avenue

Wednesday, October 11th,

tor Evans will preach the

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

Moore's
s Chapel
unapt
AME Churcn
3rd century

James

and Focus. The prophet
Samuel was called of God to

come in.
Other services for the

Thursday, 11am Prayer
Band; 7:30pm Mass Choir

mences at 9:50am eveiy Sun
day. Lesson on Sunday bears a

Gospel message of Jesus

Bible

Service; 7pm Bible Study:

Wisdom School com

Parents of nursery age chil

12Noon,

and friends are asked to attend.
30th the Unity Day Prayer

teach and preach on impact of
women in promulgating

Ushers will greet you, and Pas

services. All officers, members
On Saturday, September

unteers are asked to please

selective scriptures in Old and
New Testaments, Pastor will

dren and anyone who would

of song services, the No. 1

at your door, please let Him

Ministry Meeting, all Nursery

proclamation

Devotion Prayer/Praise Ser

(All Choirs) will be in chaige

The church will worship

Saturday, October 7th,

1st and to all Church related
activities and events during the

‘WHAT MUST I DO TO BE

with, New

porate work experience
includes MCI Telecommuni-

speak at midmoming worship,

Thurs., Oct. 5th, 7-8:45pm
Prayer/Praise Service and

SAVED and live a spiritfilled
Christian life! ” He is knocking

will deliver the message.

them to "holy" nets in order to

and thanksgiving will express

unto life. ” John 5:24.
Pastor J. A. Evans, Sr. and

Tampa, Directress. Dr. Moore

the Pinellas County Urban

lical Studies Program. His cor

question

Female leadership in praise

The Lord’s Supper will be
observed at both 8 and 11am

all worshippers was ministered

board of directors. Coun-

ing for the service. “The Man
of the Year” will also be
recognized. Music will be pro
vided by the men’s choir with

inary’s Masters of Aits in Bib

the

"holey" nets and transform

ence. Various women will

Tony Young and Sis. Bobbie

community
involvement
includes organizations such as

Frank Peterman, Jr., com
pleted his early childhood edu

to

ber at New Philadelphia.

tion; but is passedfrom death

vices.
The voices of Friendship

the men’s organization and
Ralph Ferguson vill oe presid

cilmember Frank Peterman, Jr.
from District 6.

his Word. I encourage you to

Minister of Music and Praise
Team.

itself during this revival experi

Convention & Visitors Bureau
cilmember Peterman’s past

The speaker will be Coun-

must abide in you as well as

sage, of most inspiring value
was call for "men" to "mend"

services.
Week Schedule:

shall not come into condemna

what it is you must do to inher

Women in revival is wor
ship focus for month of Octo

become genuine fishers of
men. The musical challenge to

me, hath everlasting life, and

and go to John 15 you find out

Events subcommittee, and
vice chair of the Enterprise

Louis Williams is president of

Jerry Maas oiganist

“Verily, verily, I say unto
you, He that heareth my word,
and believeth on Him that sent

as well as enjoy a delicious

church school followed by

song services under the direc

15

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Sunday School........................................ .................................... 9:30 am

6:30 p.m

Morning Worship.....................................................................11:00

11 a.m.-12 p.m

am

YoutH Bible Study........................................................ Wed. 6:30 pm

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

“AllAre Welcome”* "Bring A Friend’

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South

................... Wed. 7:00

pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

Sunday Worship

Pastor John A. Evans

............................... 10:30 a.m.

Sunday School ........................................................... 9:00 a.m.

CHURCH SERVICES

Prayer Service/Bible Study .......................... Tues. 7:00 p.m.

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship

Junior Church Fellowship .......................... Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Tutoring .................................. Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

The Rev. Harry L.

Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Peters burs FL
(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY {7729} • Fax (727) 321-3937

’’PROPHETIC FIRE 1S FALLING”
TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE

“Power Breakthrough Service"
T1:00AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
"WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
RADIO MINISTRY
WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
"A Place of Healing and Restoration"
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Mark M.B.

Elim Seventh Day Adventist Church
Pastor Theus Young and

S3 CAT

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Church

the Elim Seventh Day Adven

tion, or transportation, please
call 894-5246.

at 822-0034.
The Community Service

Anniversary Banquet to be
held on Saturday, October 7th,

tist Church invite you to come

Adventist Youth Society

worship with us each Sabbath

program is eveiy Sabbath 1
1/2 hours before sunset (6:30

Center is open on Mondays
and Wednesdays from 2-4pm

7pm., at the Historic Orange
Blossom Dining Room. The

and on Tuesday evenings from

Rev. Bragg Turner, Pastor of
Faith Memorial M.B. Church,

pulling down ofstrong bolds. ”

share in the evening service.
Emmanuel Angels will

and a lifelong friend and men

meet on Saturday, Sept 30th
12 (Noon) for Prayer and

to us from Ihe Word of God to

Bible Study. The Youth Pastor
is asking that all members be

starting with Sabbath School at

“For the weapons of our

warfare are not carnal, but
mighty through God to the

vice at 1 lam. This Quarter we

pm). The programs are
designed for the young and

5-6pm.
A Bible Study is held each

have been studying “Witness

young at heart. This weeks

Friday evening at 6:30pm. All

tor of this church will give the

2nd Corinthians 10:4
The Woman of God spoke

ing -- Ttiming the World

program will be hosted by
“Elim Junior Academy”.

are invited to attend and join us
as we are studying “The

Please come support the youth

Desire of Ages”.

keynote address.
For additional information,
please contact any of the fol

help equip us for the missions
that is before us. Sis. Kalen

of our Church.
Elim Junior Academy

-

A Bible Study Class is held
each Sunday afternoon at 4pm.

lowing Banquet Committee
members: Dianne Speights,

Range allowed the Lord to use
her for his glory. We thank

training the hands, the head,

We are in the midst of a study

Carolyn Macon, Clora Littles,

and the heart. School is already

of the Holy Spirit All are invit

God for her.
On Sunday, Oct 1st, we

believed and turned to the

in session but there’s still time

ed to come!

Lord” Acts 11:21, 22, NKJV.
Come join our church at study

to register your children. All

9am followed by worship ser

Upside Down”. This week’s
Sabbath School lesson is enti

tled “The Results of Witness
ing”. The memory text is “And
the hand of the Lord was with
them, and a great number

starting at 9am.

This Sabbath is Youth Day.
Worship hour starts at 11am.
During our worship service,

Dianne Speights, Banquet
Chair, Minister & Sis. Thomas

Pastor Evans will administer

the worship service. Please

the Word from God.

come out and hear what thus

ues, please have them join the

Adventurers (ages 5-9) or the
Orion Pathfinders Club (ages

ebration will kick-off with the

10 -above). For more information, please contact our church

Pastor Dawkins and the

October 1st. Rev. Keturah

vice for Pastor Dawkins the

Bethel Family extends an invi
tation for all to join us this Sun

Pittman, Pastor of St. Mark

second Sunday during the

A.M.E., will be the preacher
for this service. We are calling
all missionaries from all
churches to worship with the

Bethel

Missionaries.

Dawkins and the Ministerial
Staff. Pastor Dawkins will

Chairperson,

deliver the preached word.

Church is the President

Sis

Emma Watts is the Program

Marian

Sis.

The Mary Ann Jones Mis

The Bethel Church family

sionary Society will present an
Evening in White, Sunday,

is planning an appreciation ser

Whitlock, Anniversary Chairs,

Rev. Brian K. Brown, Pastor.

Bethel
Community

Prayers are not Answered’”.

Bethel A.M.E. Church

Pastor

services 7:30pm nightly.

reflect upon a past and present

prayer, and most of all blessed
from the Word of God. Our

by

begin the service ushering the

disillusioned. Human vision is

dub that teaches Christian Val

administered

Everyone is invited and wel

the deadline to reserve your

all members to join him.
Sunday, October 8th, 6pm,
the Women’s Ministry of
Emmanuel will be in chaige of

ation Choir”, blessed through

day. This is the last 1st Sunday
before Annual Conference.
Holy Communion will be

ney Smith, and Sarah Hayes.
Sunday, October 2nd, will be

Holy Spirit. Into the service,

cial music by “Ihe Nu Gener

church is located at 801 6th
Avenue South, in St Petersbuig. For questions, informa-

pastor. Pastor Evans, is asking

will be served in this service, at
11:15am. The praise team will

place at the Banquet Table. Sis.

of unified believers.
The 69th Anniversary cel

morning service.
Weekly Calendar:
Monday, Boy Scouts 6:30
Official Board 7pm;

Tuesday, Bible School
6pm, New Members Class

BethalCommunity Baptist
Church sponsors Community
Outreach Give-A-Way of

FL, 33705.

Clothing and Household
Items.
FREE FREE FREE

You are invited to come
and get items .for yourself or
for other persons.

Saturday, September 30,
2000 from 10am until 1p.m.

lyn Thompson, General Mis

Located at Bethel Community

sionary Society, 896-6722.

Baptist Church, 1045 - 16th
Street South, St. Petersbuig,

Contact person: Elder Eve

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS

Bible Study; Choir Practice

TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER

Saint Mark

20th Street

African Methodist Episcopal Church

Church Of

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

■ Sunday-Church School,

■ Sunday- Worship Service,
Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
Wednesday- Prayer Meeting &

Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth,
Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

9:00am- 10:00am
2232 62nd Avenue South

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Rev. Wayne

G.

Thompson, Pastor

■Bas&a

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morn(NG Worship - lf:OO a.m.
Come Worship

WlTH

First Baptist Family

Bethel Coraraunity
Baptist Church
1045 - 16tE Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
;... PHONEOf^|^2" f 7 '

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Services
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday School .................8:45 a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class............. .. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.......... , . .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ....... .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ........ .5:00 p.m. Monday Evening Bible Class.......... .. .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Phone: 898-3838

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm

Home: 896-8006

1301 - 37 th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Worship Service ................. 10 a.m.

Prayer Services . ...Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bihle Study........ . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.
....................... #................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship................................. .......................... 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ........................... ...
Evening Worship

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

Schedule of Services

Church School.............

B &

Phone: 323-7S18

St. Pete, FL

7:00pm- Until
6:30pm- 7:30pm
7:00pm

come to share in any/all of the

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Christ

Bible Study,

Oct. 17th thru Oct. 20th.

First Baptist Inst(tutionau Church

820 20th Street South

Spiritual Counseling

Just A Revival) will begin
October 10th thru the 13th.

Prayer is a tremendous force. It can heal a
broken body...repair a severed relationship,
...or restore a joy that has been lost.

the

6:15pm;
Wednesday, Noon Day

7pm

recovery.
Pastor’s Appreciation (It’s

with us, Holy Communion

Missionary Baptist Church

so limited that it is always wis
est. to wait for God to answer
us and when His wisdom may
deem best. Your Bible and You,
Chapter 30 - Why Some

bers to be present and on time.
Our prayers are with the
Swain Family for a speedy

invite you to share in worship

you would probably be sadly

were

Timmons is asking all mem

ley, Rhonda Jackson, Jimmy
Sanders, Queen Powell, Sid

no work more important than
the education of our youth.

prayers

your

all

rehearsal on Thursday night,
Sept 28th, 7:30pm. President

Wednesday, Oct 4th at
7:30pm Pastor Watts is the

Maggie Gaines, Connie Dud

the urgency of your pleading,

kindergarten

a friend.
Choir No. 1 will have

Prayer and Praise Center, on

answered immediately under

grades

preach the gospel. Please bring

worship with All Nations

through eighth grade are wel
comed. Remember There is

kids

Thought for the week: “If

anointed this woman of God to

present and on time.
Emmanuel family will

house to house holding prayer
meeting decided to start a
church. Today, nearly 69 years
later, that Church, St. Mark

If you have kids and would
like them to be involved in a

you will be blessed with spe

On November 6, 1931, a
group of friends going from

saith the Lord. The Lord has

Evening Service will begin
at 6pm. You are also invited to

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

.5 p.m.

........................................ 6:30 p.m.

• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Prayer Meeting

Thursday

.......................... ................... ............................. .7 p.m.

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

“One week from church makes one weak.’

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.

YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p^m. Sunday

Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Mt, Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
4000 - 5th Avenue

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Bible Baqd, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Sunday Services Are At: ’
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Sunday School......... . ......................... ............... . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . .................. .............................11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting / Bible Study Wednesday.........'. 6:30 p.m.

Pc^piut Gkutok

PleGAant Cftoue

2550 9th Avenue S. St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship..............

£X£ Tops (2(t.any si Tiosi.

Sunday School..................................

327-0997

Morning Worship.............................

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

■ Communion.

REV. CLARENCE WILLIAMS, PASTOR
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

PRAYER TIMES

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

4:30p.m.

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
■ Wednesdays.......... p.m.

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

..................................

.............. ................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

RADIO BROADCAST

......................................... 10:50 a.m.

H
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

FRIDAY

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

........................................... 9:30 a.m.

Baptist Training Union....... ........

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

........................................... 7:00 a.m.

10:30 AM............... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES
.SUNDAY
9:00 AM.............................. CHURCH SCHOOL..................
SUNDAY
5:00 PM......................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................. TUESDAY
7:00 PM................................... BIBLE STUDY...................
TUESDAY
6:00 PM...............................PRAYER SERVICES ................. ' TUESDAY
7:30 PM........................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............. THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
( “JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”
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Mt. Zion
A.M.E. Church

Members and Friends of
tional Choir under the direc
Mt. Zion A.M.E. are invited to
tion of Bro. Kenneth Roy
join in as we celebrate an
Walker. The Message will be
Appreciation Banquet for our
preached by Rev. Williams.
Pastor, Rev. Clarence Williams
Holy Communion will be
on Friday, Sept. 29th at
given during both services.
6:30pm at the Orange Blos
The Steward Board of Mt
som Cafeteria, 220 - 4th Street
Zion A.M.E. invite you to join
North, St. Petersburg. During
in as we conclude our Pastor’s
this time acts of appreciation
Appreciation with a worship
and accolades will be present
service at 4pm on Sunday,
ed to Rev. and Mrs. Clarence
October 1st with Rev. Louis
Williams for their Leadership . Murphy, Pastor of ML Zic
and Spiritual Guidance shown
during this Conference Year.

On this first Sunday on
October 1st, Pastor Williams

Officers and Members of Mt
Zion invite you to join in with
us during our 7:15 and 11am

services at which time we will
be blessed with spirit filled

rendered by the Inspire-

Progressive Missionary Bai

tist. Rev. Louis will be
preacher for the occasion.
As we come to toe end o
this Conference Year, ou

prayers are that Rev. Clareno
Williams will be appoints
back to ML Zion A.ME. fo
another conference year t<
wi.u„u
twU
u God’s woik.
continue
to do

Mt. Zion Progressive Bap
tist Church, located at 955 20th Street South, SL Peters

exterior improvements,* loans
for housing for the disabled,

buig is hosting a HOUSING
FORUM on Thursday, Sep

rating.
Tell us what you need:

tember 28th at 7p.m.
Come and learn the steps

Are you a renter who wants to
buy? Are you an owner who

to home ownership - help and

money available.
Someone will be present to
help you with all the follow
ing: Check your area(s) of
*loans for other repairs, *loans
for home purchase, * loans for

Miller wants to serve our

community by putting a prior
ity on:

* Affordable child care for

woiking mothers,
* Programs aimed at juve
nile crime prevention and

ST. PETERSBURG Focus St Pete, a 13-hour com

intervention,
* Economic development

munity orientation for key
executives, who are eager to
establish civic relationships

and physical improvement in
less affluent neighborhoods

and learn more about the inner

woikings of the community, is
scheduled for October 11,13,

*Improving public schools
* Better health care

Husband of Tampa City

and 14. Candidates for Focus

Council Member Gwendolyn

generally occupy key positions

Miller and a Deacon at ReBirth Baptist Church, Miller is
a father for four children and a

in their organizations, are new
to the area or have accepted

As is the case with anyone

tion and the St Petersbuig
Area Chamber of Commerce,

volunteers for assisting with
his campaign. For more infor

its objectives are to broaden

mation on how you can help
Miller to make a difference in

executives’ woiking knowl
edge of the community. Pro

our community, call 492-8727.

gram topics will be: the arts,

government, education, health
care and social services, and

READING IS

economic
development,
including a bus tour.

VITAMINS
FOR THE

For application and pro

MIND

gram information, call Kathy
Oathout, 821-4069. Registra
tion deadline is: September
29th.

Hope VI
“They (the Hope VI

But amid the upheavals,

Irions also said that reha

Of the $27 million the

the St. Petersbuig Housing
Authority, which is administer

bilitation work will begin in

Housing and Urban develop

going according to schedule or

ing the $27 million Hope VI

three weeks on the senior vil
lage, a 30-unit section in nine

ment department has ear
marked for the local HOPE VI

wants to improve or remodel?

funds would not be released.

project, has moved steadily

of the old buildings, where

Are you an owner/renter who

The people who are fighting

older residents wanted to stay.

program, Irions said that about
$3.1 million has been released.

needs more space? Do you
have other housing needs?

this represent resistance to
change,” said Fillyau, who
grew up in Jordan Park which

forward, and even with the
federal court’s blessing. U.S.

f 41

fR

Co-sponsors: Mt. Zion
Human Services, City WIN
Program, SL Petersburg NHS,
Catholic Charities Housing.

from pg. 1

In contrast, friends recall
the young Al Gore maintain
ing a rigidly serious demeanor

er level of understanding of the

office in the land - would be
nurtured.
By tracing the personal

White House.”
Despite his early mischie

journeys of Bush and Gore,

dates, the times in which they
lived and the challenges one of

behind the Texas oil fields for

them will face as the first pres

the

footsteps,

elite

quadrangles

of

ident of the 21st century. “This

Phillips Academy in Andover,

film is not only the life story of

Massachusetts, and later Yale

two young men, “ Frontline

University. By most recollec

producer Michael Kirk says,
“It’s also about America and

tions,

the

younger Bush

seemed to dismiss any notion
of a special destiny, political or

this moment and the choice we

otherwise.

ly fascinating.”

face, a choice that’s surprising

Brick and mortar, howev
er, is only one aspect of the

about 236 “new home.owner-

Jordan Park’s 63 residential

Finance Board.

the HOPE VI project.

ship opportunities” in and
around the Jordan Park area.
The idea behind the rede
velopment of Jordan Park is to
promote home ownership,
help residents create business
es and foster a greater sense of

buildings, authority executive
director Darrell Irions said
work is scheduled to begin in
November on the infrastruc

‘We’re in a lead position
to get the credits which would
bring in more money that we
need,” Irions said. If the

sity of South Florida is sched
uled to release its first report on

ture for the new housing units.
They will be a mix of single

authority is awarded the credits
it would get $1.2 million a year

40 families, Irions said.

family homes, duplexes, tri

for 10 years. Institutional

surrounding Hope VI has to do

self-sufficiency, Irions said.

plexes and fourplexes, many in

investors would purchase the

two-story configurations.
The infrastructure work

credits for 85 to 90 cents on the
dollar, Irions said. That money

with
“people
resisting
change,” said former City

includes replacing a 60-year-

would go directly into the
development fund for Jordan

controversy that stews over
resident control and the filing

old sewer and drainage system
in addition to street upgrading

of lawsuits to stop the project.
He takes it all in stride.

to accommodate the new

authority could receive an
additional $12 million in tax
credits issued by the state
through the Florida Housing

Park. The investors would use

redevelopment plan for Jordan
Park. Assessing people’s
needs, counseling and job
preparation are included in a
social services component of

By next week, the Univer

its interviews with about 30 to

Much of the controversy

Council member Ernest Fill

yau, who supports the authori
ty’s resolve to move the project
along on a timely basis.

the credits to offset tax liabili-

housing units.

Ca mp Mee t ing 2000
FIRST WEEK

LIVE IN CONCERT

SECOND WEEK

ANOINTED
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

FREE ADMISSION
OCTOBER 7,2000 AT 7:30 PM

ANOINTED
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

Prophet
Glenn Miller

Prophetess
M. Adrienne
HaWthorne

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

Rochester, NY

Design Essentials — MenJers

OCTOBER 1-2

Sevlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

3427 - 11th Ave nue North.
'St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

The project is poised to
get a financial boost, Irions
said, about the prospect that the

was built 60 years ago.
Irions said that when the
redevelopment is complete at
the end of 2003, there will be

lenges will end,” Irions said
Tuesday about the continuing

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY [

Fires Hairstyling

District Judge Henry Lee
Adams several weeks ago
denied one lawsuit motion
aimed at stopping the project.
This week, with the
demolition completed of 41 of

“I don’t think the chal

“The Choice 2000” offers a
revealing portrait of the candi

leaving

father’s

from pg. 1

administrators) are on a clock
and they have to have things

two men who now find them
selves at the threshold of the

W. Bush followed in his

Sponsored by the Leader
ship St Pete Alumni Associa

new to a community, Miller

ation’s great events,” says at both the elite SL Albans prep
Boyer. “Their reactions to school and later at Harvard,
those events, and ultimately, . where his interest in politics their roles in them, offer anoth and in holding the highest

vous, maverick ways, Geoige

new or expanded responsibili
ties.

r*’ 'T'
ic -J

grandfather of five.

how to improve your credit

Frontline
“As it happens, both of the
candidates lived their lives just
off center stage of their gener

Focus St.
Pete
Community
Orientation

needs your help. He is seeking

Congregations
United For
Community Action

interest * Emergency loans,

Senate District
frompg. 1
«rstiurs
3 0♦ wl

Pastor
Harold HaWks

Kelli Williams
Word Recording Artist
Nashville, TN

Special Prophetic
Impartation Service
Sf. Petersburg, FL
OCTOBER 8

The A-Boyz
Atlanta, GA

at 11:00 AM

Prophet
Juan Bellard

Jenkins, KY

Los Angeles, CA

OCTOBER 3-4

OCTOBER 8-10

Prophet
Michael Johnson

Diversity 3

Glenn Miller

Tampa, FL

St. Petersburg, FL

Durham, NC
OCTOBER 5-6

Bishop &Prophetess
Lucious & Linda
Thompson

Jacksonville, FL
OCTOBER 11-13

Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

American Express

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

17

Financial Advisors Inc.
Suite B

Sein Professional Center
36326 U.S. Highway 19 N.
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
Bus: 727.786.2427
Fax: 727.786.6587
Cell: 727.896.1040

SPECIAL MUSICAL GUESTS:

Ronald Rosson & Shachah
Vessels of Praise
10 Year Old Sky Parrish
Upshaw Singers

’’Chip” Collins
Celebrity DJ, Master of Ceremonies
Doors Open at 6:30 PM • Limited Seating
A Love Offering Will Be Received

SPECIAL MUSICAL GUESTS:

Francine Jones
Kenya Flowers
Chosen Generation
BCC Prophetic Dance Team

OCTOBER 1ST - 13TH, 2000 • THEME: A SEASON WORD
7:30 PM NIGHTLY AT BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER
1940 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida • (727) 321-4986 • Fax (727) 321-3937
Prophet Glenn Miller, Senior Pastor

18
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RCW’s Millennium 2000

ter, Attorney Marilyn Halting,
President, RCW’s Boarrf

Association; Mrs. Maggie Jor

Judge Myra McNary, Janis

Ford, Weed & Seed, Coordina

Volunteer, Hospitality Chair,
Queen Street C.O.G.I.C.; Mrs.

tor and Annette, representing
Rep. Rudy Bracey. A Tribute

Joyce Robinson, Coordinator,
One Church One Child, Youth

in song was provided by

Director, New Philadelphia
Baptist Church.

dan, Community Outreach

Khana Riley of Shorecrest

Preparatory School and A

Entrepreneurship

The

Tribute in Dance by Rachel
Cato of SL Petersbuig High

awards were presented by

School.

Joanne Couch to the follow

RCW’s

The awards presentation
evening. The leadership
awards were presented by
Leah Clendening of RCW’s

Missy’s Dine In Delivery and
Catering; Dr. Deborah Flana

Board to the following citi

gan, Board Certified Optometric Physician, Proprietor, Eye-

zens:
Barbara

member,

ing:
Mrs. Marsha Fetchik; Mrs.
Tracey Gross, Proprietors,

was the highlight of the

Mrs.

Board

Anders,

wear Unique.
The Trail Blazer’s award is

President, Lakeview Optimist
Club; Mrs. Mary H. Clowers,
President, St. Petersbuig Met

given to a male in the commu
nity for a legacy of activism on

ropolitan Section NCNW; Dr.

behalf of women’s rights. The

Virginia Irving, Executive

Director, Happy Workers Chil

award was presented by TTW
Chair, Myrtle Smith Carroll to

dren’s Center;-Mrs. Cynthia

Frances Stockton in memory

Sinclair, President/CEO, Flori

of her brother Edward “Pop”

da Resurrection House; Ms.

Kirkland

Lena WilfalkAssociate Dean
of Students/Director of Career

member of RCW’s Advisory
Council.

Services, Eckeid College.

who served as a

Closing

The Community Service

remarks

was

given by Executive Director,
Dolores Benjamin.

awards were presented by
Kalika Novoa of RCW’s

Serving as hosts for the
evening along with hostess
Carolyn Macon, were: James
Bolden, Comer Boswell,

Board to:

Mrs. Corinne Bulla, Vol
unteer, City of St. Petersbuig,

Pinellas County, Americorps;

Ernest Fillyau, Wallace Hines,
Jr., and Gus Victor. Dinner was

Mrs. Winnie Foster, Volunteer,
Pinellas Democratic Party,

provided by Miller’s Catering,
photography by P. J. Video and

ACLU, NOW, AAVREC,

award’s programs by Shorter
Graphics.

Florida Consumer Action Net-

woik; Mrs. Pauline Glover,
Retired Educator, Pinellas
County Schools, Youth Direc

The event was coordinated
by Dianne Speights.

tor, So. FI. Progressive Baptist

YOU’LL FLIP.
HOME EQUITY LINES
WITH NO PAYMENT FOR
6 MONTHS.

I 6 I t

i US I C A L
FOuQoNY

NOMJHATB& FOR

' Vk
ill)

AWARDS

Take a journey
through the

AlUfiOUIH BANK
J 1 *
i
I >
1
it JJsA 11

V the shores of
‘
* Africa to the
Ta tlf* Mississippi
Delta to the
11 1W +-streets of
1 ’.
Chicago!

“Raises the
Roof!”
■
-The New York Times

RUTH ECKERD HALL
„ B . BLAI! M C. A

r

I) N K

R

OR Till- 1’eri‘orming Ari»
Br.com • KMART. Select specs music •

gulfview square & eagle ridge malls
mter (8131287-8844 • (727) 8S8-2100

(727) 791-f4W
Ticket Office Hours:

Mon.-Sat 9 am-7 pm, Sun. Noon-5 pm

Grollp sales (15 tickets or more)
727.7t2.27i7

jwiM.rutheckerdhall.com
tickets

THE RELATIONSHIP PEOPLE

8ank;Men*#'EDlC.Wlnterest will accrue-during the six-month period.’^; APR is currintijas W is 9.50^ (as of i/Jlj/00) and’ miyyary.The APR is based‘dn-itLe Prime rate plus a margih'.The Prime rate Is Webreference rate and is not ne£essarilfctKe'best ,6r lowest r9te'availableXhe APR fbr/yijtif^ie. wi)( beSased On .sgzerat factors, imcliJciirVg.yC^ir.credit?htstbry; and.'msy. bei higher tliantthexate set out above. Tha makimubt,APR is 18% in jill fnarkets except FL, where it |s 17%, 3 AmSouth may pay

__

p

your closing costs and fees. Closing costs are estimated to range between $300 and $1,500 depending on the amount'of your home equity line, and may be \yaived based on line amount and initial advance. If you repay more than 25/> of the amount initially advance
on your home equity -line within 90 days, the portion of'your closing costs paid by AmSouth .will be charged back to your home equity line. The ann.uaL.fee of $50 is waived as-Long as you make at least one advance per year-on your- account. Offer and rates are
subject to change without notice. Subject to credit approval. Consult your tax advisor about the deductibility of interest. If applying by phone or Internet. 30-m.nute approval is valid Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday. 8 a.m. to I p.m. (Li, I). lender

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY: Our Newest Location: South Tampa, 51 15 South Dale Mabry,Tampa 8 I 3-805-7338 • Bell Shoals, 3522 Bell Shoals Rd., Valrico 813-643-1303 • Brandon Town
Center, I 1314 Causeway Blvd., Brandon 8 I 3-643-2212 • Carrollwood, 13944 N. Dale Mabry,Tampa 81 3-962-2704 • Downtown Tampa, 100 N.Tampa St.,Tampa 813-226-1 100 • New Tampa,
8805 New Tampa Blvd..Tampa 8 I 3-977-1 760 • Palma Ceia, 3902 Henderson Blvd..Tampa 813-254-6071 • Temple Terrace. 10904 N. 56th St.,Tampa 8 I 3-984-7771 • Town & Country, 10109
W. Hillsborough,Tampa 8 I 3-249-603.0 • University of South Florida, I I 804 Bruce B. Downs Blvd..Tampa 8 I 3-979-7026 • Waters Avenue, 6297 W. Waters Ave.,Tampa 813-249-1338 • West
Shore, 4404 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa 813-281-271 I - SOUTH PINELLAS COUNTY: Bardmoor, 9701 Starkey Rd., Largo 727-392-1 207 • Dolphin Village, 481 I Gulf Blvd., St. Petersburg
■ 727-367-7891 > Downtown St. Petersburg, 260 First Ave, S., St. Petersburg 7.27-823-0133 • Gateway, 8250 Ninth St. N., St. Petersburg 727-576-1. i 94 • Gulfport, 5728 Gulfport Blvd., Gulfport
727-381-0304 • Isla Del Sol, 590 I Sun Blvd. S.. St. Petersburg 727-864-6007 • Mid City, 3463 22nd Ave. N„ St. Petersburg 727-328-041 2 • Northeast, 3505 Fourth St. N„ St. Petersburg
727-822-6454 • Oakhurst Plaza, 9398 Oakhurst Rd., Semirfole 727-593-3958 • Pinellas Park, 4325 Park .Blvd., Pinellas Park 727-547-15.25 • Seminole, 7800 113th St. N„ Seminole
727-397-1491 • South Pasadena, 6800 Gulfport Blvd. S„ South Pasadena 727-384-3 I 66 • Tyrone, 3399 66th St. N„ St. Petersburg 727-38 I -090 I - NORTH PINELLAS COUNTY: Belleair
Bluffs, 2845-W. Bay Dr., Belleair Bluffs 727-586-5210 • Belleair-Highland, I 500 Belleair Rd., Clearwater 727-449-0518 • Downtown Clearwater, 400 Cleveland St., Clearwater 727-467-1001
Dunedin, 1042 Main St., Dunedin 727-736-1995 • East Lake Woodlands, 3 I 32 Tampa Rd.. Oldsmar 727-786-0707 • Enterprise Road, 302 I Enterprise Rd. E„ Clearwater 727-669-6250
Gulf-To-Bay, 655 S. Belcher Rd., Clearwater 727-796 C52z • Harbor Oaks, 604 E. Druid Rd., Clearwater 727-298-0815 • ICOT Center, 13501 ICOT Blvd., Clearwater 727-524-7898 • Palm
Harbor, 33805 U.S. Highway 19 N„ Palm Harbor 727-787-7820 • Safety Harbor, 601 Main St.. Safety Harbor 727-725-254 I • Sunset-19, 255 I Sunset Point Rd., Clearwater 727-796-0196
Tarpon Springs, 40786 U.S. Highway 19 N.,Tarpon Springs 727-934-5786 • Tri City Plaza, 5200 E. Bay Dr.. Clearwater 727-535-5527 ~ PASCO COUNTY: Embassy Hills, 6424 Embassy
Blvd., Port Richey 727-848-6666 • Gulf Highlands, 7512 State Rd. 52, Hudson 727-861-3620 • Holiday, 2338 U.S. Highway 19, Holiday 727-937-5 I 73 • Hudson, 14212 U.S. Highway 19 N„
Hudson 727-861-2944 • Seven Springs, 40 I 0 Little Rd., New Port Richey 727-376-1 799 - CITRUS COUNTY: Beverly Hills, 3860 N. Lecanto Hwy., Beverly Hills 352-746-2221 • Homosassa,
4556 S. Suncoast Blvd.. Homosassa 352-628-3276 • Inverness, 301 U.S.Highway 41 S.. Inverness 352 776 9022 ~ HERNANDO COUNTY: Brooksville, 1290 S. Broad St.,
Brooksville 352-796-5106 • Spring Hill, I 500 Pinehurst Dr., Spring Hill 352-683-6385 - POLK COUNTY: North Lakeland, 4300 U.S. Highway 98 N., Lakeland 863-8 16-8886

Ebony Committee To
Recognize
Outstanding Students
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Vote 2000
1 AMPA - Survey the per
spectives of the two opposing

major party candidates run
ning for the United States Sen

Focusing on Election
2000, I’m On The Ballot will

Reform, Libertarian, Socialist,

tion year, including education,

Constitution, Natural Law, and
Green Party presidential candi

In addition to offering a
mix of ideas on national issues,

dates with their Democratic
and Republican peers.

viewers get an opportunity to

R-AItamonte

Willie Logan (I) and Florida

Face Off, Airs on WEDU Sun
day, Oct. 15th beginning at

per, the Famuan, and the cam

pus magazine Journey. During

selected by principals for their

her freshman year, she was

academic achievement and

named to the Honda Campus

good citizenship. Middle
school students must have

All Star Challenge Team, the
first female to ever make the

amassed a grade point average
of a 3.3 and High school stu

team, and brought home two
national championships for the

Project i 12th Avenue Block

dents must have a 3.0 grade

university.

Meeting On the comer of12th

point average. The schools
identify these students and

Natalie’s two greatest col

Avenue South and 16th Street,

legiate accomplishments were

Monday, October 2, 2000 at
6:30pm.

being elected to the Southern

Regional Representative for
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc. and being selected to
appear on the 2000 College

Front
Porch
Florida
ST.

PETERSBURG -

The Front Porch Florida
Model Block Beautification

Come receive information

on Free Home Security and
Safety Equipment
“Project Impact” Weather
ization Information and Prod
ucts, Housing Information,

remain throughout the pro

Tournament of Jeopardy.
After graduating summa

gram.
This years guest speaker is
Ms. Natalie Tindall, the daugh
ter of attorney Nathaniel W.
and Cheryl Johnson-Tindall.

presently a graduate student at 1
For more information,
please call your Front Porch
the University of South Flori
Community Liaison, L. Faye
da.
Jackson, 826-9774.
The motivational program

cum laude in April, Natalie is * Product Sampling.
» * ,
■«,
,
■ « <

She is a native of St. Peters
burg, Florida, attending Cen

is sponsored by the Ebony

tral Christian School, Bay
Point' Middle School and

Davis, Chairman.

Scholars Committee Vyrle

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

RAYMOND JAMES

taught by a staff of profession
al coaches from the St. Peters

and 5th Avenues North, while
crews replace a collapsed
manhole cover and approxi

Mahaffey Theater. Contact:
892-5189
Cleaner Lake-. The Engi

buig Yacht Gub with help
from local high school sailing

mately 30 feet of sewer pipes.

neering and Stormwater
Department continues woik

team students. Young sailors
who want to leam more skills

on the Lake Maggiore
Restoration Project, a $12.3

team that includes practices

Repairs will be completed Fri
day, Contact 892-5642.
Money For Tire Arts: This

year, the state’s arts agency is
funding $32 million to cultural

million project begun in 1995
to improve the lake’s water
quality, restore habitat and

may join the junior racing
two days a week and on week
ends. Sailing center graduates

ments. It began by clearing
problematic aquatic weeds and.

PBS Debate Night2000, host

and America’s Cup skipper Ed
Baird. Contact: 822-3113

financial support of the com

in St. Petersbuig.

ed by Jim Lehrer, on WEDU

munity.

received a $450,000 cultural

Candidates Airs on WEDU

pupils from each Pinellas
County elementary school are

closed to traffic between 4th

youngsters and 58 adults
learned basic sailing skills

and exists through the direct

Thursday, October 12th at

tackles the core question:

Wildwood Center and more
than $20,000 for programs at

Pinellas County - $1.18 mil
lion of which will be allocated

School’s

active in many organizations
such as the campus newspa

facilities grant for the new

week, 42nd Street will be

Closures:

Medal winner Allison Jolly

Centerfor the Advanced Tech

Petersbuig. Honorees will be
800 K-12 students. Three

This

Street

make recreational enhance

an essential

tion, culture and citizenship,

High

program at the SL Petersbuig
Sailing Center. More than 300

organizations,
including
$2.119 million to arts group in

WEDU is

A a third biennial appear

journalists, I’m On The Ballot

We
Welcome
Your
Letters
To the
Editor

a one-hour debate between
Bill McCollum, Bill Nelson
and Willie Logan.

ance, the NewsHour presents

in college, Natalie was very

commitment to

survey Florida’s congressional
candidates on Florida Debate
Night: The U. S. Senate Race,

Special explores third Party

Life Gets Better Award. While

a

NIGHT

Congressional Candidates

112 70th Street South, St.

cating

2000 FLORIDA DEBATE

Springs, State Representative

Pasadena Community Church,

returned by August 18th indi

NIGHT

number of residents took part
in this summer’s Learn to Sail

have been addressing, fol
lowed by Florida Debate

compare the campaigns of the

PBS DEBATE

ments. Contact: 893-7295
Great Sailing: A record

cans facing off on key issues
that the presidential candidates

date viewpoints on important
issues facing Florida this elec

nologies. Natalie entered Flori- . 10pm.
da A&M University on the
Relying on a dynamic mix
highest Presidential Scholar
of national third party candi
ship the school offered, the
dates, historians and political

send their names to the Area
IV office. This year parents
were mailed a letter including
a post card to be signed and

nutrient-rich bottom sedi

7pm.

Lakewood

students will be held at 7pm on

two million cubic yards of

turing three Congressional
Democrats and three Republi

Nelson (D).
I’M ON THE BALLOT

Natalie Tindall

Monday, October 2nd at

12th at 10 pm.

lake will be dredged to remove
Sunday, Oct. 15th at 7pm, fea

Night: The U. S. Senate Race
at 8pm, drawing attention to
Florida’s hopefuls for the U. S.
Senate seat.

Insurance Commissioner Bill

gram for African-American

hour documentary airs as part

tary, Vote 2000: Race for the

McCollum,

Minority Motivational Pro

political monopoly? The one-

of the PBS Democracy Pro

are U. S. Representative Bill

-

What impact do third parties
have on America’s two-party

ject on WEDU Thursday, Oct

The assessed candidates

ST. PETERSBURG

enters the lake. Next year, the

ate in Florida on WEDU Mon

Affirmative Action, environ
mental protection, and other
topics important to Floridians.

The annual South County

stormwater runoff before it

day, Oct. 2nd at 8pm.
This one-hour documen

U. S. Senate analyzes candi

resource dedicated to educa

The city

include 1988 Olympic Gold

creating stormwater pretreat
ment

process

to

cleanse

WETHOUGHT
YOU’D LIKE .
TO
SOMEONE’S TAKING
CARE OF THE
PEOPLE WHO- TAJ|R
CARE ©F YOU,
FOR THE 7/Wj

YEAR.

HNAKOAL SERVICES, INC.

Sean D. Carter
Flhanctof Advisor

300 31st St. N., 300 Bldg., Ste. 525E, St. Petersburg, FL33713
Office 727.321.6593 • 800.875.6593 • Fax 727.321.6807
Cell 727.580.2753 • E-mail: dinero1m@hotmail.com

F

SUMMER
SPECIALS

Eat Combos During This Season With These Specials!

COMBO #1

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2

3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
1 Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda

1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda

$3.99

$4.99

Mixed 502 extra - White 50(2 extra

Add 50<2 for Bacon

Working Mother magazine’s “ 100 Best Companies for Working Mothers” list has become the touchstone for

family-friendly work environments. Our inclusion this year is the 7th in a row for Bayfront Medical Center, and

the 2nd straight year that both Bayfront and St. Anthony's Hospital have been so honored. The designation is

1 Little Red Cheeseburger

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4

1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda

1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fries • 1 Med. Soda

COMBO #3

$2.99

$2.99

Add 50(2 for Bacon

Cheese 25(2 extra - 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

ADD 50# for SHAKES on All Combos
Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,

an acknowledgement of the way in which companies treat their people and is based on flexible work hours,

child care, health insurance, and other important measures of support for parents and children. As the primary

health care provider for Southern Pinellas, we find inclusion on this list to be doubly rewarding. Because we know

that in doing what's best for all our team members, we allow them to do the same for you.

Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.

Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like.

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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O Bayfront-ST. Anthony’s
HEALTH

CARE

Bayfront-St. Anthony's Health Care 701 Sixth Street South St. Petersburg, FL 33701-4891 (727) 825-11 I I www.bsahealth.org

'
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Final Respects / Obituaries
St. Pete

Clearwater

Final Rites

Final Rites

EVA, ERICO,
46, died Sept. 8, 2000.
Survivors include his
mother, Ethel Mae Eva,
St.
Petersburg; four
brothers; four sisters;
two nieces; nine nephews; four great-nephews; five uncles; two
aunts; and several cousins and other relatives.
Creal Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.____________

HOLLINGSWORTH,
TAURUS
GERMAINE
‘MAINEY’, 24, died Sept.
19, 2000. Survivors include one son, Deoandre Germaine Lumpkin Hollingsworth; four
brothers; five sisters; a
special person, Ebony
Williams; and several
uncles, aunts, cousins
and friends. Creal Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.
JOHNSON, T.
JOYCE, 62, died Sept.
19, 2000. Survivors in
clude her husband, Jim
mie
Johnson;
two
daughters, Cheryl and
LaTonya Johnson, St.
Petersburg; her mother,
Gertrude E. Green; her
father, Tommy Green,
Marianna; one brother;
one sister; one uncle;
one Goddaughter; seven
adopted
Godchildren;
and several nephews,
nieces,
cousins and
friends. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

m. Young's
,* %’i Funeral
Home

BROWN, JR.,.
JOHN MICHAEL, 59,
died Sept. 11, 2000.
Survivors include his'
wife, Mary A. Brown;
four daughters, April,
Sasha, Shakiesta and
Ebony
Brown;
his
mother,
Catherine
Brown-Baker;
two
brothers; one sister;
eight grandchildren; and
several nieces, neph
ews, cousins, other relatives
and
friends.
Young’s Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

mond McKnight; one niece;
one aunt; and a host of cousins
and many caring friends.
Chestnut

Funeral

other relatives and caring
. friends. Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville.

Home,

Gainesville.

mb

Creal Funeral
Homes
9,2000. (Survivors include his

Seventh Avenue Chapel
1S40 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

mother and stepfather, Mary

896-2602

DAUSE, WILLIAM L.

"JO JO," 47, died September

and Charlie Phillips; three sis
ters, Alice Peterson Jackson,

Gainesville

Final Rites

Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L King Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Theresa Wilson and Rebecca

Mahoney; one brother, Charlie
Wilson; one uncle, Eddie Lee

1

state Approved Pre-Funeral

nephews, cousins and caring
friends. Chestnut Funeral

I

Arrangement Plan

Home, Gainesville.

Burial service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Dause; and a host of nieces,

Serv/ng From Two Convenient Locations

CUNNINGHAM’S
Funeral Home, P.A.

and Service

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI

TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Charles S. Chestnut, HI, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

BOSTON,
JOANN
HAELE, OLLIE ANN,
McKNIGHT, 51, died Sep
102, died September 8, 2000.
tember 7, 2000. Survivors Survivors
include
two
include one son, Alonzo l nephews, Warrington Cox and
Boston, Jr.; one brother, RayThomas Cox; and a host of

"It’s all taken care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
die funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peach of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial bur-;
den on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

A Full Service Firm
Funeral Director "
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Ciearwater, FL

18 N.W. 8thAvenue ............ri........ . . . . . . . . (352) 372-2537
P.O.Box 592 .. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fa?: (352) 377-567.8

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

Summers Cfwiei&f
..'"Personalized-with the Utmost Dignity,
■
Confidence arid Understanding"

a.l?WnninOham

351-0566 ... ..........■. .Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

2238 NW 10th St.............. ..

Licensed Funeral
Directors

FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

.Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
.Notary Public

Ocala, Florida 34475 ............ ..

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Immaculste Matt

Dwayne E. Matt

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc
328-O4fct>

i

1700 - 49th Street £sath • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Robert C. Young

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

442-2388

Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

••Service is the Soul's Highest Colling"

DON'T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY.

Gall: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida

Bus. PH
(727) 328-0466
Home
(727) 867-4246:
Pager
(727)426-1106
Dwayne E. Matt, Funeral Director & Mortician

Since 1987
"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisionS
to make at the death of a

loved one

the moSt important one
Prince Matt, Jr.

• CompleteTraditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.

• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

h

FUNERAL HOME

Your firSt deciSion may be

• Prepaid insurance, is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:
-

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

Consider us first
for
QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
DATA ENTRY OPERA
TOR - six month data entry
or one yr. clerical exp.
General office exp., cus
tomer service & computer
skills. Dept. of Health. M-F
8-5 with State benefits’
Salary range: $17,471.48 $25,749.62.
EEO/AA.
Contact Marilyn Carr @
(727) 824-6926.

SECTION 00020

TIME WARNER

TIME WARNER

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

DISPATCHER

Assists w/direction & production of local origination show.
Edits,
records, updates Master Insertion tapes. Operate various studio equip.,

moves remote and studio equip. HS dip/equiv. req, 4 yr. college degree
in video production is preferred. 2 yr. aeg w/proven prior exp. in area
of TV production may be substituted tor some of the educational

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

requirement.
Knowledge of studio/remote production applications,
including lighting, set configuration, floor directing, microphone & cable

placement for audio and video, camera operation & control room skills.
Ability to communicate technical info, understanding video production
techniques for live & recorded applications. Must hove valid FL drivers
license in good standing. Capable of lifting up to 100 lbs. Bonding,

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

sitting, standing, walking, twisting, stooping and climbing.
traditionnl workhours to include evenings ana weekends.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Non-

Clearwater

St. Pete

2530 Drew St

Maderia Beach

2114 Drew St.

11500 9th St. N
14995 Gulf
233 31st St. North Suite €

largo

Pinellas

117o East Bay
Drive

Parkside Mall
Near Penny's

Blvd.

Clearwater
2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St.

tarq
Larqo
Olympic Plaza

1176 East Bay
Drive

St. Pete

-JOB FAIRYour Letters
To The
Editor Are
welcome

BOLEY CENTERS
FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CARE, INC.

Tuesday, October 3, 2000
2901 - 44th Avenue North
St. Petersburg
4:00pm-7:00pm

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE!

Excellent opportunity to meet with
One of the area's leading
Mental Health Care Agencies
Join us to see what opportunities are
available for you!
On-site interviews will be conducted

Various positions available:

Residential
Case Management
Vocational
Day Services
Administration

Pinellas

Tarpon

Parkside Mall
Near Penny's

40120 U.S. 191
Olympic Plaza

EOE/Drug Free Workplace |

CALL OUR JOB HOTLINE: (727) 797-1818 EXT. 8040

GREENWAY
DEVELOPMENT

W EE IC Li

CHALLENGER

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address.
City

State

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be: ...
1 Year- $18.00

6 Months - $9.00
pJaehlg Oallimger

You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:
Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
Jackson Foods, 34th Street
Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N., 248-5683
Ciciiy's Beauty Supply,-2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
,
Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
Orient Meats on Orient Road
Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
Kilbride Insurance orf Nebraska
Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza •
Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
Tampa Hair on North Florida
Golden Comb on Main Street
Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
7-11, Temple Terrace Highway
IN CLEARWATER

,

kA

,

.

• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

Bidding documents may be examined at the offices of Bayside Engineering, Inc. at 5420 Bay Center
Drive, Suite 108, Tampa, Florida 33609-3425, Engineer, and at the Pinellas County Housing
Authority, The Dean S. Robinson Administration Building, 209 South Garden Avenue, Clearwater,
Florida 33756, Owner.
Bidders may obtain sets of bidding docunients at the offices of Bayside Engineering, Inc. at 5420
Bay Center Drive, Suite 108, Tampa, Florida 33609-3425, for the amount of Seventy-Five Dollars
($75.00) per set. A refund of this amount will be made to General Contractors who submit a
bonafide bid, upon return of the Bid Documents (plans and specifications) in good condition with
in ten (10) calendar days after the opening of the bids. Requests shall identify the number of con
tract documents sets needed, indicate method of delivery and include payment for printing and ship
ping or mailing.

Each bid must be accompanied by an appropriate Bid Security in the form of either a bid bond with
a corporate surety satisfactory to the Owner, a cashier's check, or a certified check in compliance
with Clause 9 of HUD-5369 (Section 00100) payable to Pinellas County Housing Authority, in the
amount of not less than five percent (5%) of the maximum total bid amount.
A pre-bid conference will be held at the project site, in the Community Building at Palm Lake
Village, 1515 County Road 1, Dunedin, Florida on Monday, October 2, 2000, at 3:00 p.m. local
time, which all bidders of record are invited to attend.
Minority Program: An MBE participation goal of 16% has been established for this project. The
bidder is required to meet or exceed MBE participation goals or make a good faith effort to contract
with Certified Minority Business Enterprises: Assurance of completion shall be per Clause 10 of
HUD Form 5369.

(727) 327-1935 or 323-4262

The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids, to waive any informality in any bid and to
readvertise for bids.

Helen P. Piloneo
Executive Director

HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST SUPERVISOR TO SUPER

VISE ADMITTING/MEDICAL REC
ORDS, PINELLAS COUNTY HEALTH
DEPT. IN ST. PETE, RHIA OR RHIT
CERTIFIED WITH 1 YR. EX. SALARY
23K-36K; FULL BENEFITS, CON
TACT MARILYN CARR @ (727) 8246926, M-F, 8-5, EEO/AA
□lliaiai|c!J|<!J|.!l|ali<!l|dJ|J|d|d[el|i!l|eJiei|.!l|eJiai[ateipil|d|<il|el|<!l[el|<J|eJ]d|<!l[eiW|dpl|dlfiit|'!l|el|i!l|et|eJfeJWfajiai[jti[al|el|eiWW|' !|l’MWS|EJliill'n|ei|ei||51|

FLORIDA

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
7-11-22
25-39-47

The Hospice
Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since
1977
A Unique Profession!!

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs

(FL License Required)

The Governors Office of Tourism, Trade and Economic Development
(OTTED) is offering a newjob creation grant program. Grants of up to
$ 194,000 will be available for not-for-profit organizations to implement
job creation activities within 13 targeted areas of Florida, including one
in the St. Petersburg area.

TO BE ELIGIBLE YOU MUST
■

be a not-for-profit organization involved with community
development or commercial revitalization efforts

■

provide services within an area designated for the Urban
High-Crime Job Tax Credit Program

■

submit a work plan, budget and projection of expected
results

■

submit a Proposal Response by October 13, 2000

& HHA./CNAs

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

The Inner City Redevelopment Review Panel will be looking for innovative
' job-creation activities when they evaluate the Proposal Responses.

NEED MORE
INFORMATION?

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your
website

FREE

For information regarding the designated Urban High-Crime Job Tax
Credit Area in St. .Petersburg, please call Wayne,I. Smith at
727/893-7) 00. For information on the grant program or to obtain a
Proposal Package, please call Burt Von Hoff at 850/487-2568.

727 540 9525

CASH 3
788 341 682
753
149 826 309

7 2 7/S S 3 -71 O O

WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

3-6 5-1 2-4
8-5 6-3 1-8
gigjgjWBfB15JWWBiW3l5JW^lSI^I§j5l^j8lSfBfB15JWBlWWBJ5l3lBJBJ3I3l5JW5l5JWWWBf5fBlWBfBR

ATTENTION
FLORIDA CONCEALED

WEAPONS SAFETY CLASSES

IN TAMPA

The project consists of regrading around the perimeter of residential structures, including the con
struction of shallow swales (ditches) and ponds within the complex, connection of existing roof
drains, installation of new drainage pipes and structures, low retaining walls with railings, tree
removal and replacement, sodding, landscaping and other ancillary construction such as replace
ment of sanitary sewer and water lines to complete the project.

Zip Code

Phone

Make checks payable to:

PALM LAKE VILLAGE DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS
DUNEDIN, FLORIDA
PROJECT #PLVHC-0002

Architects & Construction
Management
for
new
homes/room additions.

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

I Mil

Maderia Beach

11500 9th St. N
14995 Gulf Blvd.
233 31st St. North Suite C

EOE/Drug Free Workplace I

CALL OUR JOB HOTLINE: (727) 797-1818 EXT. 8040

Notice is hereby given that sealed bids will be received by the Pinellas County Housing Authority
at the Commission Chambers, The Dean S. Robinson Administration Building, 209 South Garden
Avenue, Clearwater, Florida 33756, Attention: Mr. Albert Meza, until 3:00 p.m. local time, Tuesday,
October 10, 2000 for:

(1) FULL-TIME
HS diploma/equivalent. Exp. in clerical and/or
technical field operations is preferred. Previous
customer service and/or dispatch exp. is desirable.
Some tech knowledge of cable television is desirable.
General knowledge of the county/ability to read
map/requires data entry/CRT exp. preferred. Must
have good verbal communications skills
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - Apply in person: -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - Apply in person:-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N„ Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
» MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority
• MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
• Ross Norton Recreation Center
• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
• North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO

• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

MEETS THE CONCEALED
CARRY REQUIREMENTS

PRIVATE LESSONS
AVAILABLE

CALL: 727-323-4262

Gries

21 to April 19
Avoid discussing financial issues with your
mateon the 30th. Instead, use your energy
to plan a romantic evening at home—you’ll
be glad you did! A new diet will work twice
as well if you start it with a friend.
March

laurus
Ta

April 20 to May 20

Shower a special someone with extra TLC
on the 30th. He'll pay you back with interest!
Lend a sympathetic ear to a loved one on
the 1st, but don’t get pulled into their
conflict Expect happy job news on the 6th.

remini

May 21 to June 22
all Eave
nave a great time at a social gather
You'll
ing on the 30th and may even meet a new
friend or suitor! On the 1 st, you could be hit
with a sudden blue mood, but don t worry:
it’ll pass quickly. Love blooms on the 6th.

Cancer

BjEAWiW W
OTAMW
TOUR TIEIIB

June

22 to July 22

Celestial influences on the 3Ctn and 1st
herald romance' So be sure to pencil in
some quiet time with someone special. Your

unbiased point of view and insight will help
a loved one through a difficult time at work.

£e<
SO

July 23 to Aug 22

Your weekly to-do list could be cut in half
if you ask a pat to pitch in on the 30th. After
that, lucky planetary aspects may pump
up your cash flow. You’ll be feeling extra
cuddly on the 6th, so make time for love.

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL
WORD IN REALITY. I STILL
BELIEVE THAT WE SHALL
OVERCOME."
-MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

ys,irgo

Aug 23 to Sept 22

Others may blow an inconsequential matter
out of proportion on the 3rd, but if you stay
calm, crisis will be averted. The 4th and
5th are red-letter days for romance—so
take a chance and ask him out.

£ibra

Sept 23 to Oct 22

Festive birth-month celebrations continue
to crowd your calendar—you, Libra, are in
demand! Powerful financial aspects could
lead to riches on the 2nd. Beware of words
spoken in anger at work on the 3rd.

s«>corpio

Oct 23 to Nov 21

A weekend jaunt may bring a pleasant, if
unexpected, romantic surprise on the
30th. Hold onto your receipts on the 1st
or you may have trouble balancing your
checkbook at month's end.

Saghtarius

Nov 22 to Dec 21

Enjoy a burst of confidence on the 3rd and
don’t be afraid to blow your own hem at work.
It could help swing a promotion your way.
Exercise thrift on the 4th—you’ll be happy
to have the extra money later in the week.

Capricorn

Dec 22 to Jan 19

Keep an extra set of keys on hand on the
1 st either on your person or with a neighbor.
A financial tip may prove to be lucrative on
the 6th—just make sure to do some fact
checking before committing a large sum.

Clquarius

Jan 20 to Feb 18

An outing on the 30th will recharge your en
ergy. in financial news, postpone important
decisions until after the 3rd. Your lucky
money day is the 6th, and information you’ve
been waiting for will then ease your mind.

nisces

Feb 19 to March 20

Dust off your dreams of travel as this week,
the planets win place them firmly within your
grasp. Romance will be extra-exciting on
the 6th. Avoid harsh criticisms on the 3rd—
you won't want to have to eat your words.
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America’s Supermarket'

26to32oz.
Assorted Varieties

Winn-Dixie

Banquet (igCA
Family * 1
Entrees
I
ea.

sl“

12 Cl.

Superbrand Ice Cream Bars.. I

ea

Fresh • Skinless

80 oz. • Crinkle Cut

Astor
Potatoes
12 oz. * Aft Flaws • Frozen

fi

Lender's Bagels.............
W-D Brand Beet • Boneless

Bottom Round
Roast
24 oz.
Sticks or Portions

Gorton’s
Fish
r

14.5 to 16 oz. • Pork ti FR^ans.
Green Beans or Com

Juicy, SWeel

Thrifty Maid

Red Globe Grapes

iX

$<69

9<*.

Prestiglo Breadsticks.. .. .. .. I

«,

Vegetables

12 pack 12 oz. cans
All Varieties

9 roll pkg.
Regular or Ultra

Pepsi Products
$119
Superbrand Spread........ I ea.

3 U>.* Regular or light ,

16 oz. • Regular,
Ught or Non Pat

12 pk, 12 oz. cans

Superbrand
Sour Cream

7.5 oz. ♦ Assorted Flavors

Regular or Light

Lay’s
Potato Chips

Budweiser Beer

$ jl
Pillsbury Cookies .......... *hr w
11.4 to 18 M * Assorted Varieties

8tw.

bw

Mild, Medium or Sharp

@*SiB

Kraft
Chunk Cheese

Prices iri this ad good September 28 tluough October 4,2000.
V>a^-hqqg^KB8>sJNC. ^gLANDQ division

SAVE TIME* SAVE MONEY
Effective in the following counties: Brevard, DeSoto, Hardee, Hernando, Highlands, Hillsborough, Indian River, Manatee, Orange, Osceola,
Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, St. Lucie, Seminole and the following cities: Bushnell, Clermont, Deltona, Sarasota
Visit our website at www.winiHlxie.com for recipes, coupons and celebration ideas!

16 oz. * Regular

Superbrand Cottage Cheese

2i»‘3

